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CONTENTS: The Flying Saucer Review is divided into 4- sections:

#1 PHOTOSTAT SECTION - of all reports received for the issue for 
proof of occurrence.

#2 REWRITE SECTION - of all reports received down to the basic 
facts, in order to separate the newspaper color from actual 
description of object and activity, in making analysis.

#3 ANALYSIS SECTION - of all reports individually, in an attempt 
to establish their authenticity. Analysis of reports together 
in an attempt to find an overall pattern and meaning, and 
possible future activity, included in this section.

#4- CREDIT SECTION - for all persons who have helped the Review by 
lending their local clippings or paying their clippings.

(In the future, a fifth section may be added discussing the early 
1800 and 1900 reports. This will depend primarily on whether the 
Review provea sucessful, since obtaining these reports is a long 
and sometimes costly process.)
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Re;’iew ~ copyrighted bt E. Rockmore 19^2) 
REWRITE SECTION OF SAUCER REPORTS' Pace '
JANUARY thru MARCH 19^2 - #1 - 37 ~

leieMd^tn'keera "umberei?i a11 possibly allied reports are 
J? reports separate in classification, but

together in chronological order.

6:00 A.M. Eastern end of TITHONIUS LACUS, Mars. (N. of Equator' 
extremel^brirht^1,8 I^61’ P *elescor,e» a "very small and

x remedy bright spot, resembling a "twinkling fixed star ,r 
^mlnut^/w elth°21UB Lscus- ana twinkled and. grew'brighter for 
In brWhtness. Phenomenon unkno™
in astronomical history of Mars, and all theories of natural 
TsunZ^qV^r6 f°und inadequate to explain it. Observed by 
Tsuneo Sahekl, a director m the Oriental Astronomical Assoc 
ggd lecturer at the Osaka Municipal Planetarium...

C . The Strolling Astronomer Magazine April 1952,page4g-52

Slightly north of Equator, Mars.
very brilliant and conspicuous cloud, appeared to extend 

n?«aa °f *'”• **“*•«' “*• »»» ot

SOURCE. The Strolling Astronomer Magazine April 1952, page56,57

TKER FEInHTS> °hio. latitude, gl*° long, 
thelr^t^*^ spheres rose from western horizon, and at ton of 
toward earth atVH^ angl^^^ object which fell
minute. angle. The 7 spheres disappeared after 1
SOURCE: Fate Magazine, June 1952, letter section.

l^addi^^ BAY’ Ontario, Canada. :-46^° latitude, 79^° long 
u? d sh~orange disk-!ike object at great height,'annaren?ly*

grefttr °SP?ere (70,000 feet?), appeared to move at
greater than supersonic speed. Observed by 2 electronic 
technicians at the airbase. vru uy e electronic
SOURCE: Ottowa Journal April 16

10:10 P.M. DAYTONA BEACH, Florida 29i° latitude Si0 
30CfeetentnolspT"> °?Ject Uesembllnp b halfmoon) apparent size 
P°a£!VXel» —3 a jet
SOURCE: Daytona Beach Morning Journal (Fla.) Jan 4.

• latitude, 97^ longitude, 
'hena fiery> perfectly round, 

noiselessly and

7:00 A.M. NAVARRE, Kansas.
Bright light flashed in sky. ........ „
blue-white light, apparent height 300 feet’ 

°ro8s^ s^; from east to west.
SOURCE. Kansas City Times Jan 4: Hope Dispatch (Kans) Jan. 4 

5;io A.M MONTEREY, California. t6*° 1st, 122° Longitude 
Obeyed “bv”?'^?83 °b3eCh,< sparks crossed Wei city.

^serves by 3 policemen and deputy sheriff, J

5:15 A.M? WATSONVILLE, California, latitude 1213 10ne 
’“^7’ tr»17T™’M9?herlCS1 “’’J'’0* "-1th an til 
flame ?5on «a Jr™N"*Hne' 2 stMnpr of ^lllinnt bejds and a 
crossed skv^n 70 ^^i^te altitude of 1,000 feet
along Gabllnn Mom^n" B ^ed/trum north to south

GREENFIELD, California. 36i° latitude 121^° lone- 
Same fiery, spherical object crossed sky, ebserved’by police?
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Eastern sky of GONZALES, California. 36^° latitude, 121^° long 
Same fiery object crossed sky headed eastward.

5:25 A.M. FRESNO, California. 36$° latitude, ll^0 longitude. 
Same yellowish-green, fiery object crossed sky nolslesslv, and 
was observed by scores of persons, including a meteorologist at 
Fresno Air Terminal, who described it as resembling a 
brilliant rocket as it moved, near horizon In an arc.

5:25 A.M. MADERO, California. 37° latitude, 120° longitude. 
Same fiery object observed in northeastern sky.
SOURCES: Watsonville Register Pajaronian Jan 4: Los Angeles 

"5 Dally News Jan 5’ Fresno Bee Jan 9: San'Jose Mercury Jan 5; 

JAN 4, 1:30 P.M. LAKE HELEN,■Florida. 29° latitude, 31<° longitude.
1 Dark, spherical object, apparent size of a water bucket, 
slowly crossed the sky at .great height, slowly crossed sky for 
15 minutes, while leaving a white trail behind It. After the 
object disappeared, the white trail remained visible for 15 
minutes more.

#6 SOURCE: Deland Sun News (Fla.) Jan 6.

JAN 4, 3:33 P«M. LOS ANGELES, California. 3^° latitude, 118^° long. 
An aerial explosion shook both cities, breaking wall plaster In 
some homes and shaking houses. One observer saw a puff of

C smoke in sky over ocean.

3:30 P.M. SAN DIEGO, California. 32^° latitude, 117^° longitud 
D Heavy explosion felt and heard, but search found no wreckage.

9:43 P.M. POINT LOMA area in San Diego, California. 32j0,117i°
E Very heavy aerial explosion felt, and registered on a 

seismograph. The geologist in charge of the seismograph said it 
was not an earthquake, but- was a ’tremendous blast'. Search 
mnde, bo damage or wreckage found, and it was ascribed to Jets. 

10:40 P.M. CHULA VISTA area in San Diego, Calif. 32?° lat,117i 
The third and last and lightest shock In area. No wreckage

F found and again ascribed to a Jet Plane.

11:00 - 12:00 P.M? SAN DIEGO, California. 32p° lat, 117^° long. 
Fiery object resembling a bright meteor crossed slose to earth 
near Kearny Mesa in San Diego outskirts. Observed by 1 person

G SOURCES: San Diego Union Jan 5,^>7’ San Diego Tribune Jan 5

JAN 7, 4:52 A.M. Near North AMITYVILLE, Long Island, NY.4oJ°lat,73^°
2 Objects, each with a bright light on ton surface, emitting’ 
a fluorescent glow at intervals, noiselessly crossed sky at 
a speed greater than a Jet Plane, travelling towards the 
southwest.

#7 SOURCE: Long Island Newsday Jan. 3

JAN 9, Night. LONDON, England. latitude, 0° longltide.
A bright object followed by a streak of light, crossed sky. 
Observed by 30 people, including a professor Jabukowski, who 
stated it could not have been a. meteor, but possibly was a V2 
rocket.

#3 SOURCE: Buffalo Courier Jan 14
(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rockmore.)
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JAN 17 12:05 A.M. TACOMA, Washington. ^7i° latitude, 122-^° longitude 

3 metal chunks, one 6 feet hy 7 feet wide, fell into a field 
near McChord Air Rase. Air Force officers stated they were 
from an airplane, but would not comment whether they were from 
the b^6 bomber that too off just before they fell.

H SOURCE: New York Times Jan 1U

JAN 23 Sunset. KENT, England. 51-51^° latitude, 0-1+° longitude.
1 Brilliant golden, oblong object with a flame-like light 
extending from its nose, at great height, crossed sky at an 
even speed from north to south and passed over Canterbury and 
disappeared. Several minutes later it reappeared, and moved 
from south to north, disappearing in the direction of 
Whitstable. Observed by. an ex-WRAF officer who was familiar 
with many types of■aircraft, and who stated object was ■ 
definitely .not an airplane.

#) SOURCE: London Sunday Dispatch April 7

JAN 25 Night. SAN JOSE, California. 37i° latitude, 122° longitude.
2 red, spherical objects hovered for 12 minutes in sky^ at less 
than _5,000 feet. Observed by an aviator In a private plane. 

ttIO SOURCE: San Jose Mercury Argus April 25

JAN 23 2:30 to 2:^5 A.M* HAMPSHIRE, England. 51° 1st, 1-2° longitude 
Woman was awakened by a strange bright light in bedroom,since 
the moon was the only object of equal brightness, and it did 
not shine in that window,. Upon viewing sky from window, light 
was coming from a bright red glowing object shaped like a pear, 
larger end at bottom, hovering motionless in sky. It remained 
In on? dace 15 minutes, and gradually faded away.

#11 SOURCE: London Sunday Dispatch April 7

JAN 29 6:15 P.M. ELMIRA, Nex^r York. U24° latitude, 7^° longitude.
A fiery blue, spherical object leaving a trail of sparks, lit 
up countryside like daytime, as it crossed sky from north to 
south.

6:15 P.M. PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania. ^-0° latitude, 75^° Ion 
Same fiery object observed. Astronomer Charles Olivier said 
some U00 reports had been received about it, and it had been 
the largest meteor seen in the last 6 years.

#12 SOURCE: N.Y. Times Feb. 6: Elmlre Star Gazette Jan. 30

JAN 29 9:00 R-M. BURLINGTON, Vermont. latitude, 7B‘i° longitude
Shock felt.

1C^3O P.M. BURLINGTON, Vermont. A rattling sound heard.

11:00 P.M. BURLINGTON, Vermont.
A very loud booming sound or explosion shook homes on north 
end of city, and then either flickering lights were seen or 
house lights flickered. The flickering was ascribed to the 
falling of a power transmission line near Milton, Vermont.

11:15 P.M. Another shock felt.

JAN 30 3AD0 A.M. (Next morning.) Shades felt again.

6:30 A.M. Shocks felt.
SOURCES: Los Angeles Times: N.Y. T£mes: Burlington Free 
Press: {COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rockmore.)
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BURLINGTON, VermoM. Upon examination the next day, 2 cracks 
were found, each > wide, and 3 to 4“ deep, 150 feet apart, 
but parallel to each other, with the longer one a mile long. 
A break was also found in a gas main and several house 
foundations, and were believed caused by tremors. It was 
stated by officials that earthauakes were very rare in this 
area.

12:00 Midnight. SUNCHON, Korea.
One orange, self-luminous, pulsating spherical object with a 
halo of blue light, moved with a revolving motion as it flew 
parallel to a B29 bomber for one minute. Observed by 2 B29 
crewmen.

12:00 - 12:05 Midnight»WONSAN, Korea. 39i° latitude, 1274° Ion 
One orange, self-luminous, pulsating spherical object with a 
halo of blue light, flew with a revolving motion at 200 mph 
for 5 minutes, as it flew parallel to a B29 bomber at 20,000 
feet. It then raced past bomber, made a sharp turn and 
disappeared. Observed by 2 more B29 crewmen.
SOURCES: NY vorld Telegram & Sun: NY Post: Brooklyn Eagle: 
Indianapolis Times: Life Magazine April 7.

10:00 A.M. Near HAMPTON BAY, Long Island,NY. 41° lat, 72i°long 
One object resembling a parachute and a man, appeared to fall 
from sky into Tiana Bay. No aircraft were known to be missing 
and search by coast guard patrols and police from 3 different 
towns, found no wreckage or bodies. Theorized to be a weather 
balloon at end of flight.
SOURCE: Long Island Newsday Jan 31

Night. LOS ANGELESj California. 3^° latitude, HS^0 longitude 
Heavy aerial explosion heard and felt. No wreckage found.
Search by police, detectives, and arson investigators found 
nothing, either in wreckage or damage.

Early morning. LOS ANGELES, California. 34° latitude,118i°long 
Another heavy aerial blast felt. Search again by police found 
neither wreckage or damage.

6:15 P.M. SHREVEPORT, Louisiana. 32a-° lat, 93^° longitude.
1 Spherical object with a reddish head and green tail, crossed 
sky headed westward. Observed by many local residents.
Same object also observed by pilot at Shreveport who ‘followed’ 
it for 53 seconds in a private plane.

6:15 P.M. OKLAHOMA CITY, Oklahoma. 35i° latitude, 97i° long. 
Same fiery, brilliant green object emitting long spurts of 
flame and a smoke-like trail, slowly crossed sky headed 
southwesterly. Observed by hundreds of residents.

6:15 P.M. PAULS VALLEY, Oklahoma. 34?° latitude, 9?i long. 
Same fiery object resembling a burning plane appeared falling 
south of area. Searches were organized, before it was learned 
that no aircraft were missing.
PONCA CITY, Oklahoma. 364° lat, 97° Ion. Same object observed.

6:15 P.M. TOPEKA, Kansas. 39° latitude, 95^° longitude.
Same fiery, spherical object, slowly crossed southern skies. 

(COPYRI -TTF 1952 by E. Rockmore.)
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6:15 P.M. TYLER, Texas. 32i° latitude, 95i° longitude.
Same fiery, bluish green, spherical object slowly crossed sky 
and exploded, breaking into a dozen flaming fragments.
SOURCE: Daily Oklahoman Reb 1; Shreveport'Times Feb 1:

#16 Cleveland Press Feb 1: Fate Magazine June 1952: NY Journal Am.

JAN 30 Horning. ORANGE FREE STATE.& TRANSVAAL, Union of South Africa. 
; Abarrage of meteors seen.

Horning. HARRISMITH, Orange Free State, U. of S.Afr.28i°,29° 
3 heavy aerial explosions heard and felt throughout city.

#17 SOURCE: Minneapolis Star.

FEB 8? Daytime. CONCORD TOWNSHIP, Pennsylvania. 40° lat, 77^° long. 
A large object of unknown origin was found on a nearby field. 
It was star shaped, 4 feet in diameter, made of a paperlike 
material, silvery on one side, white on the other, and had 5 
strings attached to it, each 3 feet long dangling from it. The 
weather bureau stated they did not use such a device, and knew 
of no such device in use.

L SOURCE: Philadelphia Bulletin- Feb 10.

FEB 11 11:30 A.M. BUFFALO, New York. 43° latitude, 79° longitude, 
A very loud explosive noise was heard. Upon examination, a 
hole was found in the roof and 2 floors, with an egg-shaped 
lead weight, weight 7 lbs, size 5" k 7% at the bottom of the 
path thru the roof and floors, on the basement floor. SAA 
offloialssaid it was the type of lead weight used^ in military 
and civilian aircraft, but not on commercial planes, and that 
none of the planes landing at Buffalo airport had missing parts 

M SOURCE: Buffalo Courier Express Feb 12: NY Times:NY Jour.Am.

FEB 13 8:00 A.M. DANBURY, Connecticut. 41if0 lat, 73^° longitude.
A very loud aerial explosion or concussion was heard and felt, 
throughout city. No wreckage or damage found, and explosion 
ascribed to a Jet plane flying over city.

N SOURCE: NY Times Feb 14: Danbury News Times Feb 13:
FEB 13? .FORT WORTH, Texas. 32^° latitude, 97i° longitude.

Small strips pf metal roll wore seen falling on a farm near 
city, west of Carswell Air Force Base, and a farmer made 
complaints to the air base about it.

0 SOURCE: Dally Oklahoman Feb 14

FEB 13? Daytime. DAYTON, Virginia. 38<° latitude, 79^° longitude. 
A shining, wingless object (resembling a poanuty, noiselessly 
crossed sky and passed into a reddish cloud. After passing 
thru cloud and moving away, the cloud disappeared or dispersed 

18 SOURCE: Harrisonburg Daily News Recod Feb 21

FEB 15 Night. DAYTON, Ohio. 39i° latitude, 84^° longitude.' 
1 circular, largo object crossed sky headed southwesterly 

Night. ST. LOUIS, Missouri. 3&i° latitude, 9^° longitude. 
Same large circular object crossed sky. It was believed to 
be a balloon that had broken loose from a Dayton airfield.

#19 SOURCE: N.Y. Sunday News Feb* 17
(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rookmore)
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FEB lg

20

FEB lg

21

2:00 A.M. Between LYNCHBURG and RtCP'M0MD VA 77I0 iat1 Brilliant snherlcnl object t?eveilln° in P
b^n"^.!^ (HIT crosB^ eky north^fobse^d 
«hr^ w-^ent'10 brtlll8noe

SOURCE. Norfolk Ledger Dispatch Feb' 20 

5:00 A.M. Neer Lynchburg, Virginia 77^-° IntTndP 7Qi° tig? blue °Vpct, followed ’by nn o^n^ll^ ?7-
out'fnni1?^? Jy th0ussnaf' °f minute meteoric pertides streamin

ob.Xwwrir^v^r1"’bi,iiiianoe
SOURCE: Norfolk Ledger Dispatch Feb. 20

FEB lg

#22--------

to 6:57 A.M. Near ALBUQUERQUE, N.M 77° Latitude in^T,, 

ci tv o™ \ Of 176 fePt each observed about 20 miles from 
^i’i^ln^

bi an k n?2 Pcor tr"R or Jpt Pl-ne h' had ever seen 
oy an ex-air force master sargent. '

Life Magazine April 7 1952SOURCE:
and

FEB IS? Daytime. MENDOZA PROVINCE,??, Argentina. 76° lat, g9° long ?? 
red sh, cylindrical clouds formed in sky seconds ’ 

to ba’atr^ Ph°W>'7 br0!aflpnFd ln-fc° ft mushroom shape. Theorized 
R?rJLStai2 Argentine scientist Ronald

soffit” hR

SOJRCEo: Harrisonburg Daily News-Record (Va ) Feb pt 
Springfield Union (Mass.) Feb, 21 GO-a/vn-> 21.

2 Large 
apart, .

FEB IS CHARLESTON, South Carolina, 72^° latitude, go0 Longitude
Fiery, spherical Object crossed4sky. ^onc-ipuue.

SSJW ”S- 8«
MAG?OLIA, North Carolina 
to crash, but nothing found

Object resembling an airplane seemed

#23

FAYETTEVILLE, 
to crash, but 
RICHFIELD, N

Pittsboro; n

no^ng^o^"' °bJPOt ’■es,”,hlln« ”ibblane seemed 

Carolina. Object ••resembling a burning Plane seen 

Carolina. Object resembling plane appeared toaradi

S11T“ry’ Object with 3 pointed

(COPYRIGHT 1952 by E. Rockmore)
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FEB 18 RALEIGH AIRPORT, N. Carolina. Rockefc-like object observed by 

2 CAA Tower observers.

11:70 A.M. BURLINGTON, N. Carolina. ,1 dark object followed by 
a blue flame, in turn followed by an orange flame, crossed 
sky from south to north.

11:30 A.M. GREENSBORO, North Caroline. Brilliant—orange, 
spherical object, with bluish tinge, crossed eastern sky from 
south to north. Observed from an a Iroline tower.

ROANOKE RAPIDS, N. C. Object resembling airplane appeared to 
crash, nothing found. 
**•»•»*
WHALEYVILLE, Va. Very heavy explosion shook windows, and 
frightened farm animals.
SUFFOLK, Va. Whooshing sound heard, then an explosive noise.
FENTRESS, Va. Shining spherical object crossed sky,appearing 
to fall earthward, and a piece of It appeared to fall or break 
off and land near an observer. Th? next day, a search was made 
and 2 Pieces of bluish metal with stones imbedded in it, 
approximately the size of a grapefruit when fitted together,was 
found. 
C------ ' ... . -
11:^0 A;M.' NORFOLK and PORTSMOUTH, Virginia. Tremendous aerial 
explosion heard in area as far ns Richmond and Washington, 
which heavily shook houses in some areas. A huge puff of smoke 
was seen in sky shortly after the explosion.
Th? Barograph nt the weather bureau did not measure any air 
shock waves at all, but did measure 2 'unaccountable’ distinct 
marks for 11:00 A.M. and 11:50 A.M.

ROANOKE, Va. Fiery spherical object crossed sky.
RICHMOND,- Virginia. Fiery spherical object trailing smoke 
crossed sky, and was observed by inspector Gowln, CAA.

11:30 A.M. LYNCHBURG, Virginia. Yellow-green spherical object 
with an orange-red tall, apparent brightness greater than sun, 
was observed in eastern sky.
Near STAUNTON, Virginia. Fiery bluish spherical object came 
from south headed northward, appearing to fall nt a 45° angle.

Near PORTSMOUTH, Virginia. An object resembling a small Jet 
plan? cam? from direction of Newport News, and began to smoke 
in air. It suddenly shot upward, and out of sight, and in th? 
middle of the smoke was the ball of fire, which moved in a 
large arc, and. was followed 10 or 15 seconds Inter by a heavy 
explosion. Observed by a painting contractor and a group of 
men.

#2 3

Near HARRISONBURG, Virginia. Spherical object appeared to 
explode into 2 different fiery colors.
SOURCES: Raleigh News and Observer: Harrisonburg Dally News;
Durham Morning Herald: Norfolk Ledger Dispatch: Norfolk 
Virginian Pilot: Roanoke Times: Lynchburh News;

(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rockmore)
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FEB 18 11:45 A.M, GAIAX, Virginia. 36/ latitude, 81° longitude.

1 Large object with a shiny red^front, apparent size of a car, 
crossed sky headed northward.

#24------  SOURCE: Roanoke Times Feb 19

FEB 18 12:00 Noon. OTTOBINE, Virginia. 38|° Istitude, 79° longitude 
A glistening object with a tapered end, apparent size of a 
football, emitted blue and reddish-white light as it crossed 
sky at a very low altitude, headed due east.

#25------  SOURCE: Harrisonburg Daily News Record Feb 21

FEB 18 Evening. LONGVIEM GARDENS, North Carolina. 35^° Lat,81|° long. 
Meteor-like object crossed eastern sky, from north to south.

#26------  SOURCE: Raleigh News and Observer Feb 19

FEB 18 14 miles SE of Savannah River mouth, Ga. 32° latitude, 80^°long 
A flaming object apparently on sea, resembling a burning ship, 
was observed by a pilot flying over area. Search by 2 Coast 
Guard ships, and 1 airplane, of a 20 square mile area, in 
perfect weather, with unlimited visibility, during the night 
and morning, found neither wreckage, oil slicks, nor anyships 
known missing at time.

#27------  SOURCES: Savannah Evening Press: Savannah Morning News.

FEB 19 7:00 A.M. Near ST. STEPHEN, South Carolina. 33i° lat,79^°long 
An object resembling an airplane, appeared to crash nearby.
Search by Civil Air Patrol found only wreckage of a 2 month old 
crash, but none of recent origin.

#28------  SOURCES: Charleston News & Courier: Charleston Evening Post.

FEB 19 2:30 to 4:45 P.M. SOCORRO, New Mexico. 34° latitude, 107° long 
Unknown object appeared to revolve in one place in sky 2 hours. 
3:42 P.M. RIO PUERCO river area, N.M. 35° lat??, 107° longitude 
1 round, shining object hovered in 1 place in sky for some time. 
Observed by head of state game department.
3:36 P.M. MAGDELENA, New Mexico. 34° lat, 107i° longitude.
1 round object with a ramp, hovered directly over city. Observed 
by a state patrolman. A White Sands weather observer stated 
that 4 ten foot weather balloons had been released the same day 
but doubted they could be observed from those 3 distant areas.

*29----- SOURCE: Las Cruces Sun News Feb 20.

FEB 19 5:00 P.M?? Near Corona, California. 33^° latitude, 117i° long. 
Clear sky. 1 Fiery red-orange, spherical object, apparent size 
smaller than sun,appeared falling from sky. After a time, it 
began zigzagging, and then wont up "into sky again, leaving a 
fiery trail that gradually faded away. ..Observed by 3 people 
from Long Beach, California.
SOURCES: San Diego Union Feb 21: Springfield Union (Mass)Feb21

FEB 19 8:00 P.M.?? (dusk) RICHMOND, California, 38° latitude, 117|°lon 
During a heavy rainstorm, several greenish streaks of light, 
resembling meteor trails, crossed northwestern sky falling 
earthward, When they reached a lower altiude, their falling 
motion stopped, and they now appeared to be 3 or more fiery, 
greenish balls„ They levelled off, and then raced toward San 
Francisco. Observed by a newspaper circulation manager, and a 
group of newspaper carriers.

731----- SOURCE: Richmond Independent: L.A. Mirror 1952by E.
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FEB 20 3:30 P.M. GREENFIELD, Massachusetts, 42i'° latitude, 72-a long. 

A flash of light seen in sky. Upon observation, it was caused 
by 3 bright, shiny, silver, circular objects (resembling new 
dimes) sl owly flying in V formation, from south to north.After 
a short time,, they suddenly changedcourse, and headed eastward 
at a tremendous speed, and disappeared withinB seconds. Observed 
by a college-trained minister, and part time clinic worker

#32 SOURCE: Boston Traveller March 13:Springfield Union Feb 25,

FEB 21 11:00 P.M?? (Late night). NE of STILLWATER, Okla. 36i°lat,96i° 
A green streak of light, resembling airplane disaster flare, 
crossedsky. Then a brilliant blue-green or rainbow flash of 
light, flashed in northeastern sky.

Northwestern Arkansas. 364° latitude, 94° longitude. 
Same flash observed.

Southwestern Missouri. 36^° latitude, longitude. 
Sane flash observed.

Southeastern Kansas. 37i° latitude, 95° longitude. 
Same flash observed.

#33 SOURCE: Oklahoma City Times Feb 23

FEB 22 Daytime. East end of TERMINAL ISLAND, Los Angeles.34°lat,118i° 
Loud muffled explosion heard. Area searched, no damage or 
wreckage found, and it was ascribed to a jot plane shock wave.

Q SOURCE: Los Angeles Times Feb 23

FEB 22 Daytime. KEYSVILLE, Virginia. 37° latitude, 78^° longitude. 
1 long, silvery, cigar-shaoed object, noiselessly crossed part 
of thr sky in short bursts of movement, appearing for a short 
time, disappearing, and then reappearing a short distance 
ahead of last sighting.

3^ SOURCE: Richmond News Loader Fob 27

FEB 23 10:15 P.M. DALLAS, Texas. 32?° latitude, 96^° longitude.
. A flash of light soon in sky, followed by a heavy explosion 

that shook several houses nearby, and was heard for more than 
10 miles. Upon examination, a small.bridge was found half 
destroyed,. Police searched, but no dynamiter found.

1 SOURCE: Dallas Morning News Feb 24,25

?EB 24 1:15 A.M. DALLAS, Texas. 32^° latitude, longitd.de
A flash of light appeared between a telephone jpolo, and a tree, 
and was followed by a very heavy explosion. Although area of 
explosion was search all day, nothing was found and police 
theorized it was caused by an unknown dynamiter.

3 SOURCE: Dallas Morning News Feb 24,25

24 2:30 to 2:45 P.M. GASSVILLE, Arkansas. J6i° latitude, 92I Ion 
A woman noticed a flock of her turkeys excitedly watching the 
sky, and upon looking up, saw 2 metallic, hoop-like objects, 
each apparently larger than an airliner, at great height, 
maneuvering about, but generally moving northeasterly, Uhcn the 
objects tilted, theyreflectedsunlight brightly with entire 
surface, showing their centers were not transparent, but only 
appearing to be at certain angles.
SOURCE: The ..Baxter Bulletin Feb 28.C0PYRIGPTE6 1952 by E.RQckmoro.

longitd.de
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11:15 P.M. RICHMOND, California. 38° latitude, 122i° longitude 
3 Bright orange spheres raced in from the bay, and circled 
nearby Nichol Encbt Then 2 of then changed color to green, and 
all 3 disappeared to the north. Observed by 3 policeman in 
patrol care., from widely separated areas in city,
SOURCE: Richmond Independent Feb 25:San Francisco Call Bulletin 

3:40 P.M. TTTIGG ISLAND, British Columbia. 49 lat. 122^ long 
A.very heavy explosion heard, with a shock wave that broke 
windows, ■ ' shook houses in aroa9 leaving a puff of smoke in 
sky. Upon examination, a 15 foot wide by 10 foot deep crater 
or holo was found on Island. No one known to be dynamiting in 
area, and an astronomer theorized it had some resemblance to 
meteoric craters.
SOURCE: Vancouver Province Fob 27,28: Vancouver News Herald.

10:40 P.M. CAMBRIDGESHIRE, England. 52-3° latitude, 0-i° long 
1 Perfectly round, bright object, with evenly bright surface, 
except for a particularly bright spot at the bottom,roisclossly 
crossed part of sky in 15 seconds, and passed from view in a 
northeasterly direction.
SOURCE: London Sunday Dispatch April 7 1952

COPYRIGHTED in 1952 by E. Rockmore
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SOME REI ENT CURIOUS PHENOMENA ON MARS

by Tsuneo Saheki

When I first looked at

Nothing unusual was seen

During the next five minutes it remained present

and dimmer and so continuedarger

21^ 40m

I

In the following article he

appeared 
was quite

a small, 
thus grew

By 
it

this time the spot was only a common white cloud near the limb- 
very rapidly faded out.

of a strange bright spot on the Tithonius Lacus and 
the south polar regions.

ex- 
be- 

and

Herein I wish to speak 
of a large "snowstorm" over

21n 10 “ 
After 21h 10™

It was very white and brilliant but 
inappreciable for my 8-inch telescope,

Observing Mars after a break of about 30 minutes, I could see no

observations, especially of Mars, to the A.L.P.O

Figure 1. A Curious Bright Spot on Mars. Refer to 
article by Tsuneo Saheki in this issue.

December 8, 1951 (6:00 A.M 
onius Lacus just inside the 
at the top); but very soon

50™, U.T

Mars some minutes before 21n 0™, Universal Time, on 
on December 9, Japanese Standard Time), I saw Tith- 
east limb (right in simply inverted view with south 
afterwards a very small and extremely brilliant spot

21^ 0™ A bright spot 
tremely tiny Its diameter 
ing perhaps less than 0?5

describes one abnormal Martian phenomenon, a very brilliant spot briefly visible 
near the limb, and one normal seasonal development, the formation of the south 
polar cap. Mr. Saheki's address is No. 29 Sni-Jutal< u, Uriono-Cho 11-24, 
Su-lyoshi -Ku, Osaka, Japan.

1951, December 8. 20

dull, cloud-like spot about equal in diameter to Tithonius Lacus. It

race, of the white snot. ■ ____ '
Foreword by Editor. Mr. Tsuneo Saheki, the author of the following artidle, 

is already very well known to our readers. He is the Director of the Mars Sec
tion of the Oriental Astronomical Association and lectures at the Municipal Plan' 
etarium in Osaka. He has been a most valuable contributor of lunar and planetary

21h 5™ The brightness of tne spot now decreased; and it gradually became

became visible at the east end of this marking At first I could not believe my 
sight because the appearance was so completely unexpected, and I thougnt that it 
must be an illusion caused by motes in my eye. More careful examination revealed 
that it was not such an illusion but was a true phenomenon on Mars J I continued 
to observe it carefully for half an hour The sequence of appearances is shown 
by Figure 1 on pg 46, which may be studied in conjunction with this article,, 
The following observations were ma.e with my 8-lnch reflector at 200X and 400 X 
in fairly good seeing.

always twinkled like a fixed star. Its brightness, of course, surpassed that of 
the north polar cap, then rather brilliant late in the northern spring of Mars 
The stellar magnitude of the spot was perhaps five or six.
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ASSOCIATION OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS
Reports StrangeJ Yeo. a master tele-

MrL, Jan. 4. 195JJOURNAL

lake near 
ed, when 
about the 
traveling

Tire disk was described at red
dish-orange in color, “similar to 
a rock burning.”

Th<* Stroll tn? Astronomer B 
120? N. Alameda Street I 
Les Cruces, New Mox‘- I

w । w
mmumcations superintendent. 

and Sgt. D. V. Crandell, an instru
ment technician, reported seeing 
a flying saucer the night of Jan- 
uary 1.

“The saucer appeared to be at 
meat height. probably outside the 
earth's hemisphere.” they testified. 
"It appeared to be moving at 
supersonic speed.”

April 1, 1952

An R.C.A.F. spokesman said to- 
dav there is no reason to doubt 
the validity of the reports since 
the men concerned are seasoned 
veterans familiar with convent lai 
aircraft uu

Half Moon Shaped 
Object Is Seen

Art unidentified object traveling 
silently at high speed was sighted 
low in the sky over South Daytona 
last night by J B. Gormley. South 
Davtona Post Office clerk.

Gormley told T2e Morning Jour
nal the object appeared to be half 
moon shaped, about 30 feet across 
and made of metal. He estimated 
its altitude at between 400 and 
500 feet.

The object was traveling in a 
southeasterly direction at faster 
than jet plane speed but made no 
noise. Gormley placed the time of 
the observation at 10:10.

The CAA office at the Airport 
said it had received no reports of 
such an object.
J—DAYTONA BEACH MORNING

Object in Sky
Flying tsucere again? Georg* 

Griffin, 63, Negro resident of 623 
E. Voorhls Ave., doesn't know. But 
he reports that he saw a strange 
dark object in the sky about 1:30 
Friday afternoon.

Griffin was fishing in a small
Lake Helen, he report- 
he saw a dark object 
size of a water bucket, 
high in the sky from

north to south. He watched It for 
some 15 minutes and said that the 
object moved slowly, leaving a 
white trail. similar to smoke 
though no flames were visible.

The object, whatever it wa: 
finally dissappeared, Griffin said, 
with the white trail visible for an-



Saucers^Held Real,
Come From Outside

North

Souththat have 
afar aacret

p number an 
the total repo 
Following M a

The Air Force at 
* more than IMO 
be peat five yean. 
One important p 
i the report ia tt 
uthorttattve and d 
iga come from a 
nd military baaoa

id strongly suspects 
rw U. 8. weapon. 
The Kremlin now hl 
rent investigations 
i an aKort to discow

Rainier. Mount JotMraon, and 
tang dif- McChord airbase.
tar way Oklahoma—Tlkar airbaae, and 
tot ideal- Norman.
atnngn south Dakota — AirtaM at

It baaed Force ryawnyhean-
tonga in tor at Dayton, and taSbottrne 

airbase.
ttnaaed The sensational atady to the 
he moat work of the Air Tachntaal In- 
Id eight- telligence Conta^ Wright Pat

tian of the moat important of 
thorn aightingat

. Now Mexico—Loa Alamoa and 
White Sanda atomic plant and 
tenting grounds, Albuquerque, 
and the Holloman. Kirtland and 
Walker airbases.

California — Muroc. Travis. 
Hamilton, George, Edward. Sac
ramento and Mint Canyon air-



FLASH—NEWS—STRANGE. BUT 
TRUE —NOT FLYING SAUCER -

Deputies Spot Flying 
Saucer Over County

Ye ed can report this flash—news 
—because we saw it, but so far we 
have found no ore to substs:.*.! e 
and support the phenomena.

Flash! Out of a clouded sky came 
a momentary bright light promptly 
at 7:00 Fr.day morning as ye ed 
was driving west along the highway

Flying saucers are with us;pO1red. "But it was throwing Officers of the comamnd would the 
again. sparks and flame from both ends not allow their names to be used

Watsonville police, Monterey truginE along apparently undei or rive the exact location of the 
county sheriff’s deputies and wit-lcomroi at about 1.000 feet." They eF “L*?**1"1* of 
nesaes from here to Greenfield estimated its speed at more than admitted it was south of 

* • S&nn&s.
At the naval air station at Mon-

with
two miles west of Navarre.

car window open about'
With 
• six

sighted a weird cigar-shaped ob-tyoo miles per hour, 
ject Pushing through the sky about „

— ■ ” — - • The craft swung in a wide arc terey.'Lt. Comdr. Paul McGinnis5 a m. Fridajb^Birowing sparks as

inches there was no report to indi
cate a shot from a gun but the light 
attracted our attention, so we turned 
our eyes to see a ball of fire about

it made a leisurely 10 mile circle over Monterey bay and then head- said a telephone call from the 
— - Register-Pajaronian was “the firstof the area. > ed for Fort Ord

First report of the saucer came Military police were alerted at 
at 5:10 a.m. when deputy sheriff’s!the fort, but personnel were unable 
in two cars sighted it over the city to pick the saucer up on radar, 
of Monterey. • they reported.

After leaving the Fort Ord areaDeputies Al Bolman and Jim
Mattney were patrolling in one car ihe saucer
and reported it first. A few mo- along the west side of the Gaoilan

was seen cruising

I’ve heard of the aircraft."
Civil aeronautics administration 

spokesmen at Salinas said they 
knew nothing of the matter "ex
cept what came over the radio 
from the' sheriff and Watsorivilk

the size of a 
round and a 
in appearance 
Roman candle 
flash the ball

basketball, perfectly 
blueish white, much 
like the flash of a 
ball. Following the 
of fire floated lazily

from east to west at an estimated 
height of from 200 to 300 feet above 
the ground and about 200 yards tn 
the south of the highway. Mainain-

ments later Lieut. Thomas. Marf 
tin and deputy Ed Atkinson, also 

•’■ea spotted it.'

range of mountains. At 5:24 a.m.

Wateonville police George Bran- 
tovich and Jesse Ojeda told offi
cers who relieved them they saw 
"something like a ball of fire" and 
watched it fgd« away.

They‘didn’t file a written report 
bn the object.

“At first we thought it was an 
airplane on fire,” the deputies re-

Greenfield police reported that 
officers and citizens in that area 
had spotted the flying machine.

It was last seen shortly there
after dropping below Johnson’c 
canyon east of Gonzales'.

Officials of the western air de
fense command at Oakland said1 
that at 5:35 a.m. United Airlines 
flight 2459 reported "an apparent 
meteor disintegrated in the air.”

police.”
Comdr. McGinnis said that “con

sidering the large number of mili
tary airfields in the area it is 
very possible that a large jet plane 
was in the area.”

The defense command would not
say whether any unscheduled air
craft were authorized to fly ovei 
the Monterey-Fort Ord area al 
that hour.

ing almost a parallel course above 
Mother Earth the call exhausted its 
light almost the same distance 
above the ground, as when first 
sighted. The Bob Hofftnan’s, who 
live just south of where old Abbey 
school formerly stood, did not see 
the light nor the ball of fire.

r THE HOPE DISPATCH THURSDAY

Register-Pa jaronian, Friday, 
ranUary4.1952 ~ 1

■_______Watsonville (Calif. |

Blast Jolts Coast Town
If the United Prett. •

SAN DIEGO, Jan. 5. — Police 
said today that their telephone 
switchboard "let up like a Christ
mas tree” after an explosion, 
severe enough to register pp a 
seismograph, jolted the Point 
Loma area near here last night. 

I An hour later poHce reported they 
I could not find the site of the blast.

York worw-t?
AND SUN. SATURDAY.
JANUARY S, 1MX



[Mystery Blasts 
Rock San Dieqo

SAN DIEGO TP — Police and 
coast guard officials said Satur- 
<iay they had "absolutely no idea" 
of the cause of three mystery 
blasts that jarred the San Diego 
area last n^ght — one of them 
strong enough to register on a 
seismograph.

Police and newspaper 
boards were flooded by 
anxious residents seeking 
the cause of the blasts.

switch
calls of 
to learn

Police searched the areas but 
found nothing to indicate cause 
of the blasts. Each area has can
yons nearby and police said it 
was possible they might have 
been caused by explosives touch
ed off by boys,
Watsonville (Calif.) Resist er j 

Pajaronian, Saturday, 
January 5, 1952

MYSTERY BLAST
LAID TO STAR

A woman who refused to 
give police her name yes
terday advanced another 
theory to explain sharp ex
plosions felt here Friday 
night. She said from her 
home at the end of Utah St., 
on the eanyon rim, Friday 
night she saw across on 
Kearny mesa what appeared 
to be a shooting star, close 
to the ground.

THE SAN DIEGO UNION
8AM DIEGO 1J. FALIEOBNIA 

★Mon., Jan. 7,1952

beautiful i 
in the third ve 
rear—I cannot

of January Un*
_ _ ____________ the tXACt (tat?
—•ben I suddenly realised that 
some thine was •or! i« aeroas the 
skv at a great height from north 
to south.

It appeared to ba

HE SAW MORE 
LIGHTS IN SKY

ootour

■---------------------------------------- --  g
A second San Jose man has 

reported seeing "strange red 
lights” in the skies near the city.

First such report came last 
Thursday when Mrs. Marie Cis
neros and he- son, Eugene, 12, 
reported seeing the light* in the

to ba e 
from it a* it 
through the sky

terbu.-r 
but *

of it.

sky a week ago.
Today, John Halstead. 

William St., reported he 
his private plane Jan.

(turning here from 
when he watched 

Ired-llt objects for 
and dropped down 
feet to watch thcm 
away when he i 
Rights on. nri

the

«96 E. 
was in

25. re
South

the strang
12 minute- 
from 'n<>

AU the tUBe It AM 
an even speed »h®n 
net conwvtne Ami m 
must see Wren UttMt 
th* d! anc* >■ th* time

wtb many tv 
.nd airmaft are o» 

long Prom me
of*



IB Star Gazing Cops See 
Flying Saucers Skim By

Bsbylo^-People are seeing ’em again, but this time it’s the 

trustworthy law enforcers of Babylon Town that’s seeing ’em— 
flying saucers or the like, that is.

Sgt. James C. Rosa and PtL Henry Layer while on patrol in 
N. Amityville reportedly sighted two unidentified objects at 4:5S 
AM yesterday “soaring over Republic Aircraft Field at a speed 
far surpassing that of sound and flying in a southwesterly 
direction.’’

The objects, sighted in the dark, “gave off no sound what
soever, bat had a brilliant white light on the topside, and at 
intervals emitted a fluorescent glow,” according to Sgt Ross. He 
could define no shape of the objects because of the darkness.

"The objects passed out of sight in a minute,” 8gt. Ross 
said, “and because of their tremendous speed and also their eerie 
appearance no guess at their approximate altitude could be any
where near accurate.”

Neither Mitchel Air Force Base nor Republic could give any 
enlightenment on the objects. Maj. John B. Barron, base public 
relations officer, said they had no information on the sighted 
objects, while Republic said “we have nothing on this end, and 
wouldn’t try to guess what the nolice .—

Newsday--' *• ””
g eteon 

•// It to Astronomer
T you saw a meteor falling to 

he north of Philadalphia last 
night. Dr. Charles P. Olivier, di
rector of the Flower Observatory, 
Upper Darby, would like to hear

of the from you.

the big end down wards. It was 
I owing with • red firelight glow, 
ind appeared to be hovering.

" I went into the next rooR and 
iwsxened mi son who is It. and

we watched 
of an hour, 

faded away
it tor a 
until It

t and 
good

Several persons reported see- 
ng the phenomenon about 6.15. 
Some described it as a huge ball 
if blue and red flame. Others said 
the ball was green with yellow 
"tails.” All agreed it seemed to 
be falling straight towards the 
earth.

Dr. Olivier, who is president ot 
the American Meteor Society, 
said he had no first-hand knowl- 
i •' of the meteor. But he said he 
v iuld like to hear by letter from 

who did. with a description 
w at they saw.

•I EVENING BULLETIN,, 
ILADELPHIA, WEDNESDA



ystery' Streaks Over London
LONDON—(IP—The British meteorological office said Thurs

day that 30 persons had reported seeing a bright streak of light

ymg Ubjec rs anes ii

traveling over London Wednesday night, 
variously as a “rocket” and “meteorite.”

A spokesman said. "It may have been
Some people said they saw it breaking into

One witness. Prof. H. Jabukowski. said:

They described it

a meteorite shower, 
pieces.”
"It could have been

German V-2 rocket. I saw it. It could not be a meteor.”
***** CHICAGO DAILY NEWS, Thursday. Feb. 14

bignoise in connectic
Hundred* Aroused by Sound 

Believed From Jet Plane

elal roil Rams

Concord Township
A mysterious object that cascad- 

[ ed out of the sky and landed on a 
Concord Township field was on 
view today in the township school, 
Bethel and Elam roads.

Robert Ramage said that he saw 
an object fall near his home on 
Ivy Mills road. He said that it was 
star-shaped, about four feet across, 
weighed about a pound, and appear
ed to be made of paper, silver on

rashes on
oof of House

BUFFALO, Feb. 11 AF — 
A Mv»Ti-po»nd Slur—part of an 
airplane antenna—tail from the 
*r anta a home In nearby! 
Depew today, ripping tU way 

three

■ptclal to Tm Niw Tout Timm.
DANBURY, Conn., Feb. 13—A 

loud noise like that of an explo
sion aroused several hundred resi
dents of the area south and west 
of her* at 7:52 A. M. today, re
sulting in much alarm many.tele
phone calls and little damage.

The noise apparently was caused 
by a jet plane that accelerated be
yond- the speed of sound, thus 
causing shock waves that rever
berated in the hills near George
town, Ridgefield, Ridgebury, Wil
ton and Lewisboro, N. Y. Air 
Force experts explained that when 
jets exceed the speed of sound 
they sometimes let off “earth- 
shaking” explosive noises.

Many persons called the State 
Police and local fire departments 
to report the “explosion” and to 
ask what had happened.

HE NEW YORK TIMES
.THURSDAY, 
EBRUARY 14,

one side, white on the other. Five
strings, each about three feet long.

^5

On Texas Farm
FORT WORTH. Feb. 

Fort Worth dairyman 
ed Wednesday it’s been

13 «P<—A 
complatn- 
“raining”

metal foil on his farm and would 
the Air Force please do something 
about it.

0. 
dale 
Air 
had

R. Dean, owner of the Omer- 
goat dairy west of Carswell 

Force Base, said the strips 
been fluttering down on hi

50-acre tract and he feared Maj 
animals might develop lead poisAfh 
ing.

In Air Force terminology, the 
foil strips are known as “chaff.” 
Such material was dropped during 
World War II when bombers want
ed to confuse ground radar units 
directing anti aircraft guns.

Carswell officials said the chaff 
may or may not have been 
dropped by a B-36. VBI 
’>XILY OKLAHOMAN

dangled from it.
Ramage showed it to his wife.

Oleta, who is principal of the town
ship school, and she took it to school 
with her.

Checking the possibility that the 
object might be a device used for 
weather observation, Mrs. Ramage 
called the Weather Bureau in Phila
delphia. Officials here said they 
had never heard of such a thing.

The object is now in a prominent 
place in the school hall. There is 
always the possibility that som

■youngster will spot it andyell

Just Gas
East St. Louis, Ill., Feb. 16

A wayward weather bal
loon set off a new flying saucer 
scare here last night. Telephone 
calls poured into the Scott Air 
Force Base, with residents ask- 
ing “what is it?”

The balloon had broken loose 
from its moorings at Wright- 

। Patterson Field near Dayton, 
Ohio, and traveled almost 350 
miles.

the Civil Aer*aantic* Admlni*-

Vary and Mme private aircraft

plane* which landed at Bwffals 
alrpMi today, h

Silsid A. Bonaaelli *wnFr ol 
th* bowse and *ccnp*nt of th« 
lower floor, said the et« shaped 
sin* tore a hole about ei<ht

Mystery Bom
Jars B.C. Island

VANCOUVER, (CPI—An explo
sion which shook buildings on both 
sides of the Fraser River was caus
ed by a mystery bomb which blast
ed a crater 12 feet wide and 10 
feet deep, police said.

The blast occurred on Twigg 
Island, six miles south of Van-j 
couver.

An R.C.M.P. spokesman suggest-! 
ed the bomb may have been onej 
of the balloon explosives floated! 
over British Columbia and the 
United States northwest during the 
War with Japan.

Other* said it was some type of 
rbamb or perhaps

AR,



I Editor, News-Record:
One day last week as I wm 

| going to the mail box, which is 
I a little distance from the housed 

I was looking up at the odd- 
looking clouds. And, all at once 
I saw something shiny going 
through the air. It was shaped 
like a peanut and I didn’t see 
any wings. There was no noise. 
It went behind a red-colored 
cloud and I watched. When it 
came from behind the cloud and I 

I passed on. the cloud disappear-1 
led. You people will have to I 

figure this out for youselves be-1 
cause I cannot.

At the same time, my brother-1 
in-law, Houston Kiracofe. saw a I 
funny looking object through I 

I the air. only this one was black. I
I think we American people I 

> should look up in the sky a I 
little more to see what is going I 
on overhead. rml
—---- MRS. E S. Javlnsl

Santiago. Chile, TW. M (M— A 
I correspondent of Lae Ultimas Noti- 
Icias reported today seeing two musb- 
I room-Shaped clouds near the Argen-I 
I tine frontier. Tn an editorial, the 
I newspaper posed the question: “Ts 
| A^ntlna testinF *» atomic bomb?"

The correspondent. Enrique Folcb 
said he was flying in a Chilean Air 
Force plane over Linares when he 

Haw the two clouds, seconds apart 
form after explosions. Linares is on I 
the Argentine border and about 22ol 
mi.es south of Santiago. He said the! 
reddish clouds were cylindrical and! 
then broadened out to mushroom I 
shape.

nuge Meteorite Explodes In 
Sky Above Va.-N. C. Border

Abandons 
\Search' For 
Crashed9 Plane
BT STEPHEN - The Civil 

Patrol ha. called off „ gParch 
■ plane reported to have cra.hed 
near here.

Air
for

I Dr. Donald Rir-Mer. the Austrian- 
Iborn scientist, who is doing atomic 
| research for Argentina, said last Oc- 
HWber he had completed new atomic 

tests. Argentine President Juap Per-1 
on announced last’March that Rich
ter had discovered a new method of 
producing atomic enargy. fn a cryp
tic order yesterday. Peron ordered 

I IS technical affairs ministry to cen-| 
tralige Momfd work and "make use o'I 

1^® atomic energy already obtained"! 
SPRINGFIELD UNI^H 

I SPRINGFIELD, MASS ■ 
FEBRUARY 21, 1952 I

room Aa I drew w,>a • n .

■ NORFOLK Feb. 18 f/p)_a _
| buge meteorite explc- d ln the* ^acksonviiie. Fla., to Nor.'., 
■ sky above the Virginia-North ,'epo,ted they saw "an extren [carohnB border today radiat-1 hite bal1" directly
Jing shock waves that shook the ,of them wben they we 
J countryside over a wide area im.leg due wjst of New B- ,
■ Many persons in both states N C ■ about H-'3O a. m Th< 
f across t^eteknt* aS K f1ashed time at 1500 feet at d 
I across the sky before it ex
|ploded. “The sight of this very br
I h^f ane pilots- tluck drivers and ':ant 'igbt startled me and for 
housewives described the flam second blinded me" said r 
mg b°dy yari°usly as being the t^alt" H’ Maddox of Clearwi 

Lt t p ’L °hWas flylng w>t 
SonvmePF^‘Chardson Jsci

—„ V

' size of an
ball, 
fruit.

airplane.
a softball and

a basket- 
a grape

ith^r^Ofi^ogi81 J p Molen of Madd°x said the white 
the United States Weather Bu ‘

1 reau at Greensboro, N C re 
4onMd exploded at
earth “V00 feet above ^e 

1 tta(bOUt,100 miles 
northeast of Greensboro 
Placed the time at 11:33 a 
jso r.

lefthand ab°Ut 5 degrees to th 
or into °Ver the bor«O' or into the ground.”
When ‘h^1 ? WaS 8
When he saw it, Maddox said 

Hi- v, 1 ersons ln Richmond. Lynch 
m.. vi‘roimnd Roanoke were amonu 

Virginia who reported they saw 
. _ —-......... „„„ Phenomenon. 7 aW
'the nhL^ bureau employees saw Gowin, Clvi
the phenomenon from office Aeronautics Administra t i o n 
windows. Molen said safety Inspector, said he ob.e?v
, ™eDexploslon was felt in Nor- nrn Phenomenon as he ap- 
foik. Portsmouth. Suffolk and broached Richmond's Byrd 
Franklin and throughout the ad '
jacent countryside.

Pnenomenon seen

|,.CAP *P°k«Bmen advanced the 
I‘k?, that H™0™ of the crash 
[probably touched off by people see- 
I ing a meteor.

Yesterday, wreckage of a plane 
was sighted from the air, the state 
highway patrol reported, but after 
investigation by a ground mvtv. i 
the wreckage was found to be part 
of one of the two navy Corsair 

। planes which crashed near here 
Itwn monthu »*o
I CHARLESTON EVENING 
-POST, charleston, s. d 
‘ WEDNESDAY,

round oblect tn skv 

bright ovrr B perfect y 

ixnted to me broad* de on 
except that at the bottom there 
l»ht*Ji?5h<:ul*'7¥ »Pot of

hllT,d* lh* r**t o{ 11 
r»ther like the bak> round a c*nai» name

__ 1 otched It for perhape 15 
••conda until it went out of sight 
•nd during this time it made no 
noise whatever I could not te

It caused reports that a plane 
had crashed near Whaleyville 
near the North Carolina line’ 
one of the places most severely 
CoastV A‘S F°rce' Navy and 
Coast Guard aircraft were dis- 
gagehed tHe a'ea t0 investl‘

Roanokers who reported see 
,variouslv described it as “a ball of flame 

LargU ^an an airplane” and a 
wftball°”jeCt about 016 3ize of a

Woman sported
Sherwood Jones. 12, of Waley- flaming plane be a

ville. said he heard a "big shak- east quadrant of thL doJvn 
shake^r’ K made the windows dlsaPP«»r below the horizon*^1 
nin^'^ UP and td°w"e«ndberunn DAILY NEWSRECORD.

■Knt>i B W-dmort 1» am,r. 
yradutHe Jen, College 
bridge !all and Anton, Undent



Balls of ire Are Keported 
In Sky by West Coast Viewers

Look Beach, t'al 
■Mysterious balls of ' 
today to have been 
near San Francisco

H >0 miles south near Ri
Spot Three

Early today Robert i 
Richmond newspaper em and

Today Mrs. Mat-

Hipj w,>fp driving i>< 
<nd < 4>ri>n;i ?alA vest.

F^i. 20 <4h- she told a news

seen in the sky f,nm P"'

t han ky

ng Beach 
ns saw a

un. only small "
hhc said it disappeared into heavens

•ivina a fiery trail which gradually

ar at the time. The 
fire over Richmond 
a heavy rainstorm.

n
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I ‘Green Balls of Flame’ 
Invade Richmond Skies

Those mysterious greenish 
balls of fire, reported from 
various sections of the middle 
west and southwest in recent 
weeks, appeared over Rich
mond early last night, accord
ing to reports received from 
eyewitnesses.

Robert Carruthers, of the In- 
circulation de rt- 

ment station managers’ _ ,ff 
* Broup of carriers in his 

companV as they completed 
LS-SAL. distribution vesterdav

nright Flash Seen 
Near Stillwater 
Believed Meteorite

to drop straight 
avens. Finally it

zig-zag. then went up into 
again.

sun reflected on the wing 
It wasn't anything from 
It was much too nigh

A^lliant flash of light, behoved to 

Was sighted northeast 
Thf n,ght and
The Associated Press reported it also 
was seen in Missouri, eastern Kansas 
»nd_ northern Arkansas.
. report 8aid th«" was* ?Pght, nR?h of llght Prece<l«l by a 
green streak similar to a disaster 
flare used by large planes.
of received a numberof reports from persons saying they 
had seen the flash of light. y

Newspapers and police in Missouri 
Kansas and Arkansas received scores 

telephone calls from observers. Th- 
^r1584 City weather bureau said .t 
apparently was a meteor. The flash ’ as Piously described as blue* gr^n 
and resembling a rainbow.OA-7 

evening, reported watching the 
antics of the balls. i
of^ey reported three or more 

sreen^h objects darted downward to the northeast of 
the city, at first having the 
appearance of shooting stars. ' , -

However, as the balls came The News Leader: 
the% f^HF altitucie they ceased 1 in 
Ind mOtlPn' leyeled OH 'ong 
and darted westward in the r 
general direction of San Fran- «

ft Ntws LEADERFORUM: 
S+udenh Seeks Information 
2^§l,ver 'F,y'n9 Cigars'

*ky February 2. in

silver obiect shaped hk

in Phenomena occured dur- 
. d4k.h I&U y heavy ra‘n/aB at

igar floating through the sky I 
f"uld disapp. t: tor * while d 

then »how up . 
v iy from w he

RICHMOND INDEPENDENT 
2—Wed., Feb. 20, 1952

apace during 
"a’ched it.

t jnir

i was u a\ up >p 
•d lar^e enough to 
hape and color of ■

Stark

y rmnc
I' p irk 
me I r

fireballs been 
lnJ&lypond Sky

Three Ricnmond police patrolme 
reported yesterday they saw colorec 
fast - traveling, northbound ball 
of fire in the sky Sunday night 
Last Tuesday a similar report wa 
made by a Richmond newspaper 
man. ••

The 
patrol 
arated

three officers, who driv, 
cars, where at widely sep
points in the city when 

saw the phenomena between 11 
11:30 p. m. Two of them said 
balls seemed to change color, 1 
orange to gr^en, while the third 
said the ball he saw remain-d a 
fl'’a‘Y orange ..

Harbor Area Fet s 
Explosion

A muffled explosion was ueard 
and felt in the Harbor area yes
terday but all efforts to check on 
it were unavailins'. Authorities 
speculated that it might be re
percussions from a jet plane 
dropping rapidly in altitude It 
appeared to center over the east

’ I In ‘lu' throe t 
X a J am in 
a’ Uoo,,.

K Xx.

. $



■Hying Discs 
■Reported
■Over Korea

W AF Investigating

Pilots' Stories

H- I "U.S lb...
WASHIXCTOX Feb f« 

vdSMTho A:r '"orcc 'Ilscb'.'C-: 

WM'la" ,hat "h'cr,i :’ flcn’t' 

yU"flying discs' hate been 

■f^Msfghted uvrr Korea bv ’e. 
j^^Hmember. of two I' S bomber.

Top officials have ordered s 
Investigation of the repo-, 

which came •b-o’;gh r.-g 
tary intelligence channels

A spokesman said obi.-. 
*g|S^Hwere describee bv four .■ • a; 

va^H nesses as globe-shaped g'. 
'^■orange in color and rm.'t ng 

jK^^Boccasiona 1 flash of bluish bg’U 
MM He indicated • h ■ • .»v»i. ■■>■■, 
-^^^Hsighted bl- did ■' give ’he 

o num her.
The Air Force who h na« 

^M^Bthrown I old wat-r on 1 u’C'-vi' 
yM^Mof pre’. Ions th ing •»»»- 

. ie« a pp.i 1 e n’t1
the bins' Im e< '"1 ier

MHiMi ’he neo sighting' w»-» •» 
^t^Bported bv Ite own personnel

Parallel Plane

H|S^M The first -epm' r»;u bed All 
n'elhgence of'i. e-. ■ n

;f:j^^B,w O crew member, of a R-29

Superfortress who said they .«■ 
the objects flying parallel tn theiW 
nlane at about midnight on 'he 
night of Jan. 29 The plane was 
over Wonsan. Korea, at the time.

This report might have been 
discounted as over-imaginative 
Rut on the same night, a B-29 
from a different squadron re
turned to its base after a Hight 
over Sunchon. Korea a consider
able distance from Wonsan.

Two ctew members told intelli
gence officers that they had seen 
flying discs” moving parallel to 

their plane at a high altitude 
They fixed the time at about mid
night.

The objects remained with the 
B 29 over Wonsan for five min
utes and with the B-29 over Sun
chon for one minute” the Air 
Force said.

First in June
While officials declined to elab

orate. the open-minded Air Force 
attitude contrasted sharply with 
the blunt skepticism it has voiced 
about previous sighting' of mys
terious objects in the skies

The first ' flying saucer” report 
was made In June 1947. by a pri
vate pilot named Kenneth Arnold, 
who told reporters he saw nine 
shimmering discs flying at high 
speed near Mt. Rainier, Wash. 
Roon similar stories were pouring 
in from all parts of the country, 
and even from such distant points 
as Alaska. Scandinavia. Chile and 
Turkey

The Air Forte set up a special 
investigating body, dubbed "Proj
ect Saucer.” to look into the re
ports. After two years of work, 
in which nearly 400 separate 

T sightings” were investigated, the 
Air Force reported in December 

11949. that it was satisfied that 
there was ntqhjow mjhu scare.



Hid Ao Hasis to Hr part
cM^nu"1 ""U-n in K"H

llanrpihn Bajv—( hief Bo’s’n’s Mate Roland Jean of the Shiu- 
necock (oast Guard Station came to the conclusion last night 
that reports of a man parachuting into Tiana Bav near here jes
terday are a false alarm.

Jean said that he received a telephone call from a Hampton 
Rays woman at 10:25 AM reporting the alleged mishap, A search 
by CG motor patrols, aided bj Hampton Bais Village and South
ampton Town police disclosed no sign of a hapless pilot. A can
vass of all Long Island airfields revealed no aircraft missing.

The search spread to Riverhead Township across Peconic 
Ba> where Police Lt. John Gatz and Stale ( miservalien Officer 
George Thilberg scoured Peconic Baj with binoculars to no avail.

The search was secured last night with ( oast Guardsmen
speculating that the woman probahlj saw a weather balloon.
leased from one of I nde Sam’s nut 

Lum_iutn the frigid drink.__________

| Mysterious Blasts
I Shake Two Houses
I On Green Acre’s
K Mysterious explosions shook 
■ the homes of John ( ain and 
■ Levis on Green Vres dr off 
B North ave. last night about 11.

Cain said he uas visiting al 
I the Lewis residence when there 
I was a “loud bang and t h e 
I house trembled.
I When he went home, the same 
I thing happened there.
I Cain called the tree Press 
I and a reporter notified the po 
I lice.
I \ police cruiser was sent to 
I investigate hut at a late hour 
I hadn't located the source of the 
■ disturbance

Vage 7 Burlington Free 
^Wednesdoy Jan. 30, 1

i* weather stations float-!

Meteor Streaks 
Across Oklahoma, 
Heads Southwest
A meteor flashed across ’he 

iklahema skv about 6 20 pm. 
Ihursdav bringing a rash of ide 
phone calis tn The Daily Okla
homan and the highway patrol.

Several callers thbught it was an 
airplane Bid the highway patrol 
reported a check with Tinker air 
force base officials "confirmed it 
■>a< a meteor. •'

Callers reported seeing the bright 
object as far north as Ponca Citv 
and as far south as Pauls Valley. 
Most of those who called The Daily 
Oklahoman were convinced the ob- 
iect was a meteor. All said it 
tiaveled southwest. Reports rang
ed from a blue green flash" to

• white ball of fire All said it 
wav visible ‘TO io 15 seconds " 

^AILY OKLAHOMAN 
•RIDA'l . FERRI ARY 1. J95
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NOTE: The Saucer Review analyzes flying saucer reports using'as a’ 
working theory, not as a definitely established fact, that they are 
caused by one or more extra-terrestial life forms. This in turn is 
based upon a careful study of the various books and Journals on the 
subject, including the works of Charles Fort; during this study, 1 fact 
seems to definitely back this theory, with much more unexplained data 
apparently backing it. However, the entire subject is still considered 
open to other theories, since there is insufficient information that • 
will give- an absolutely positive basis to any theory of their origin. 
Until such proof is available, and has a more or less scientific basis, 
this theory will be used.

(SAUCER reports are NUMBERED, possibly ALLIED reports are TETTERT), in 
in order to keep reports 'separate' in classification, but together in 
chronological order.)

A & B TITHONIUS LACUS, Mars: Although the review was planned to start 
with the Jan 1952 reports, these December 1951 reports are of such 
importance they are included® The observer, Tsuneo Saheki, listed 4 
theories of possible causation, and also strong objections to each one. 
They arc:

I SunlightReflected from Water Surface: Unacceptable, because 
"plane of reflecting surface would have to be inclined 76° to 
the horizontal at its position on the planet". There also has 
never been such a report in history as a natural phenomenon 
would be, and most astronomers believe Mars to be waterless.

II Meteor Impact Flash: Unacceptable as it would be instantaneous 
or for few seconds, not minutes, and because Mars atmosphere is 
now considered almost entirely nitrogen, not capable of 
supporting a fire.

Ill Martian Volcanic Eruption or Fire: Host likely theory, but 
volcanic activity never before reported on Mars, as a natural 
•phenomenon would be. Halter Haas, Editor of magazine also states 
that volcanoes are usually found near large bodies, of water, 
while Mars is extremely arid. He also states that according to 
Sahekis drawing, the object expanded in size and brilliance so 
quickly, it would have to diffuse in the atmosphere 200 miles in 
in 10 minutes, or 1200 mph, a rate unknown in any weather 
phenomenon., or volcanic activity,

IV A Martian Signal: Mr. Saheki suggested this theory, but only as 
one due consideration from Journalists.

* The first 3 theories all appear very weak, primarily due to the fact 
that they were never seen before, during the history of astronomical 
observation, which began approximately in the 17th century with the use 
of the telescope. The fourth is very interesting, and probably the 
correct theory, primarily because its curious occurance on an astron
omical date, and a similar occurrancc in 1950, before'the sharp 
increase in saucer reports that year. They were as follows;

19 5 0
JAN 15 195'0 MARS. A huge grayish cloud, 60 miles high, 900 miles in 

diameter, was observed. After 2 days, it turned a dirty- 
yellow, and after 6 days, turned a bluish-white without 
brilliance. The size was far too large for any normal 

(Continued next page) Copyrighted 1952 by E. Rockmore.
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weather occurranco, particularly its 60 mile height, because 
Mars very thin atmosphere extends only a few thousand feet 
Hi&n in any appreciable thickness. The only theory offered 
was that it was caused by an extremely violent explosion, 
possibly a volcano and volcanic ash cloud, but such volcanic 
activity unknown in Mars history. Although a worldwide 
observation was ordciei, no progress in understanding report 
was made. Originally observed by 2 Japanese scientists. 
SOURCE: Kansas City Timos Jan 26 1952: Magazine articles.

MAR 23 1950 MARS OPPOSITION with Earth; planet in a straight line with 
Earth and Sun, and nearly in closest position.

1950 Earth. Very sharp increase in reports thoughout entire 
APRIL 1950 world, USA in particular, resulting in theories advanced by 

US and Uorld Report magazine। and Henry Taylor, commentator, 
and complete denials by President and all top officials, tha 
that USA had any such aircraft, but no mention of other 
planet origin. ---------------
SOURCE: NY Post: NY Telegram: almost all US pppors,

DEC 8 1951 TITHONIUS LACUS, Mars.9 5 2

A very small and brilliant spot observed. 
SOURCE: Strolling Astronomer April 1952

Earth* Vcpy sharp increase of reports, approximately 8 times 
MAY 1952 the monthly activity of prevous 4 months, and only partially 

caused by air force releases.
SOURCE: Newspaper clippings.

Poth the January 1950 explosion and December 1951 bright light arc 
nearly impossible to explain on the basis of natural phenomena, and 
explanations appear very contrived at best. Poth dates would be very 
good times for a spaceship crossing, since the ships would merely have 
to be fired with sufficicicnt velocity to escape Mars gravity: they 
would then more or less 'fall' or dr ft toward Earth, since our planet 
was behind Mars in its orbit, and cat' ching up to it, and we would 
more or less intercept any object thrown from Mars surface.

These crude drawings will give an approximate idea of what occurred: 
Ve were behind Mars and quickly catching up to i-t to pass' it. About* 
2 to 4 months before we caught up with on the Opposition, would be an 
excellent tine for a spaceship launching, The fact that activitv 
increased sharply 2 months and months after those 5 expies .one' on 
Mars would indicate the explosions were the first known observations 
of an extra-terrestial spaceship launching. (COPYRIGHT 1952 by Rockmoro
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a second very interesting fact bolstering this idea, is that the first 
explosion was seen days before the MARS APHELION (The one day a year 
Is closcso Sun), and the second light and cloud seen the dav- after Second MARS APHELION day of Doo 8 1951. Tho statist^ agX? 2 such 
natural explosive phenomena occurring on the only 2 Mars APHELIONS in

4 years arc tremendously a^Lnst it, and tho easiest explanation would 
bo they wore deliberately caused by an intelligent race aware of its 
own planets astronomical positions.
14 frC 2 P°sslblc, obvious, meanings to those explosions or

■ 4 flashcsv.^^ that -they grc. jslgnalr ^..Earth-o^^undeatihg
their awareness of planeons and their existence to us. The 
other is that they wore not purposely done, but a secondary effect of 
some other occurrance, possibly tho rocket exhaust of a vast saucer 
fleet, or more probably, a smaller fleet of huge spaceships carrying 
smaller saucers. It is difficult to prove either of those, but 
considering tho sharp increases of saucer reports 2 months after those 
dates, I would be inclined toward a spaceship launching. However, their 
occurrance on an aphelion date is hard to explain, and a possible 
combination launching on an Aphelion date may explain it, the use of 
tho brilliant rocket exhaust being used also as a signal.

Signifiganco of this report.
One of the chief difficulties most people have in accepting tho 

extra-terrestial or inter-planetary origin of saucers, is that nothing 
suggests such an origin: they Just appear to.be mysterious 

objects flying thru our skies.
While Keyhoe did a fine Job in completely disproving all possible 

XT thf?ri2s °£ US and forlgn aircraft, astronomical
and weather objects, he did not offer a very strong basis for tho extra-terrestial. origin,^th^than relating sc?o?al pages ?r^m Charles 
Uolf theoretical pages that Mars or StaryathorJnp-'fSt b actual origin. His forto was primarily that of

facts against uheir origin, not for it, leaving the extra
terrestial theory the only valid possibility.
our s?Iorr^^arMS ?r‘ had listed strange phenomena In

1 ? scaf» occurrancos on Venus and Mars on their approaches 
XTx?yh°e X dclibcratcly ignored on the basis they wore not ’ 

Or haJ no Place ln thc hook he was writing. If however, this 
in cailf^ f?P°r-.^-0^195-0 Mars explosion, a^ those, listed by Fort 

explained,- there can bo no conclusion
Ouo that they definitely point toward tho extra-terrestial theory -nd 
that wo arc dealing with a race on Mars and Venus, or 2 ’different ones
Thc^ob^ Ohl°: _Thc spherical shape resembles no known plane
ho 3 ob^ccus rising simultaneously in formation, at an easily w-tohod 

speed, would rule out the meteor theory on too slow speed and no 
snown reports of netoora teen in formations. Thore is sone posslbllltv 
■’clcaZNooulnn^nt8 t^N1”® radl° ■ but they would not

° P * at the same time over a populated state like Ohio nor 
^Pi"* to novc as auickly and regularly as they did. (The 3 oblects 
^plng aPParcntly parallel to each other suggest a reconnaisance flight U unSnfwn?" °f th° 3 Alling roetanX object 

■CONCLUSION: Probably 3 saucers, possibly 3 weather balloons.
72 NORTH BAY, Ontario: The spherical shape resoribled no known ni-no 
The apparently long duration of visibility -nd ease in wetZ/ S

The ’Xeon"?
-nd its sighting at night without sunlight, but sV

lUil. is, would rule out balloons. The color is rare in
^'^2? seen in foo-fightors ' “ ‘ ’ ln sa^.oro. miu
^OhGLJsiON: Probably a foo-f end this nay have been a fco-i^g 

’-pP0^ Jbiy a\saucer or a me
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#3 DAYTONA BEACH, Florida: The crescent shape is similar to a ’flying 
TrcA^ 4-°r dclta wing’ airplane: but there arc only a dozen or so inihe 
VbA at present, and none flying operationally, Just at sone air force 
test bases. There is no mention of any making flights here at this 
time. The apparent ease of watching and describing object, its lack 
of brilliance, and its thin shape, rule out meteors. The groat speed 
apparently equal to an airplane, and thin shape, would rule out balloon 
theory. (Thore was a formation of objects similar to this scon 3iycars 
ago, on July 24 1948, over Washington State, by an aviator, but 
otherwise, this is a very rarely reportedobjcct, and it nay be a special 
saucer or variation of one. One possibility of optical illusion nust 
be considered, however, is that a spherical or disc object seen with 
the light falling on it fron any area in front of the observer, nay 
appear crescent shaped due to dark shadows, as docs the noon crescent 
appear ?,t times during the month.
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer under bad lighting, possibly a rare 
secondary saucer type scon resembling a crescent.

#3 NAVARRE, Kansas: Object resembled no known airplane. The slowness 
^akes the meteor theory appear weak, although it night have been one 
at.the end of its trip thru the atmosphere, and almost burned out. Its 
brightness, quick movement, and sudden disappearance rules out balloon 
theory since they arc watched for much'longer periods in one area. 
(The chiei reason this report is included is because it was appa.rebtlv 
seen Just before the Watsonville, Calif, object, and since it is in 
the sane latitude, and headed westward, there is a slight possibility 
it was the sane object.)
CONCLUSION: Probably a meteor, possibly the Watsonville saucer on way 
to California.

#5 MONTEREY-WATSONVILLE FRESNO, California: The brilliance and shape 
of object resembles no known airplahc. The 15 minute long observation 
the turns, and maneuverability at various heights, and the color, 
absolutely rule out the meteor theory. The self-luminosity,coloration, 
great speed, and great maneuverability absolutely rule out balloons. 
(One odd characteristic mentioned is its emitting small 'balls of fire’ 
from both ends, and is hard to understand. It is known exhaust flames 
sometimes appear ns fiery balls, from photos of rocket plane and rockdrt 
exhaust taken at night, but why it would appear from both ends is 
peculiar, although a slight possibility is that thr front one was Just 
slowing or /braking its speed. A second unusual fact is its green colaf! 
and similar to the fireball scries in November. However, the object 
was very maneuverable, and observed over only local areas, in contrast 
to green fireball reports, so the object was probably not a green 
signal fireball, nor the usual saucer type.
CONCLUSION: Probably ghost rocket similar to the greenish-blue rocket
ship seen by Chiles-Whited in 1948, possibly a saucer.

#6 LAKE HELEN, Florida: Circular shape unknown in aircraft. The very 
long 15 minute duration and the darkness of object rule out completely 
the meteor theory. The trail left by the object appears to rule out 
the balloon theory, althogh length of visibility may be same as balton 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, possibly a balloon.

£, E, F, & G LOS ANGELES & SAN DIEGO, Calif: Sound possibly caused 
oy a Jet plane, but the number of Jets capable of supersonic speed are 
few, and none were seen or stated to be in area. Possibly caused by 
dynamiting project, a fire, or pranksters, but none known in progress 
at time, and no damage or wreckage found. A meteoric explosion would 
have been seen as a flash of light, at night, but only one fiery object 

(COPYRIGHTED I952 by E. Rockmorc)
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seen, and apparently not at time of any explosion or sane loc-litv Tt

Fusible the aright object was the Uatsoriville object secnl5 hours 
earlier, and all explosions may have been caused by it passing? thru 
supersonic barrier, but information is insufficient, p^rtCXly ?he 
CONCLUSION^01, S?rl?kt ob^cct over SanTiego.

°2sib^.y aerial signal caused by a saucorcra Jet plane 
or saucer passing thru supersonic barrier- P

fL^™V!LLE, b?1*’ New York: The noiselessness and fluorescence at 
intervals are not ouaiities known in present aircraft, The case of 
fk^Vxng snd describing object, and regular fluorescent intervals 
u°e not resemble a meteors usual increase to maximum brilliance, end 
then exploding or burning out. Objects self-luminosity at night and

s rapj.d speed crossing sky rule out a balloon flight. (One very 
characteristic, the bright light on top resembles an early - 
In lypO: " 

interesting 
report made 

MARCH 20

CONCLUSION:

1950 10:20 P.M. STUTTGART, Arkansas.
A saucer with lighted windows underneath, and a 
brillxant colored light on top, that blinked very 
rapidly, crossed sky with tremendous speed, within 45 
^conds. Observed by Airline pilots Adams & Anderson 
SOURCE: Flying Magazine July 1950 

Probably 2 saucers.

#8 LONDON, England: The objects self-luminosity or brightness is not 
found in any aircraft. The objects apparent slow spee^ S carefS? 
observation by Professor Jabukowski, resembling a rocket, would'Se

faster meteors. The objects great speed and self luminosity 
theory doubtful. It is extremely doubtful if the 7 

English would fire rockets over such populated areas, nor would the 
Russians test rockets in this direction and possibly cause an inter- 

incident > if they have rockets with such a long range.
CONCLUSION; Probably a ghost rocket, possibly a natoor.

H TACOMA, Washington: 
have been blown there

No known explosion at time, so no objects could
- A meteorite would appear as a very irregular

uOnc rcetal or both, but only with very rough edges and 
lumpy shape. ThcjJizes arc very large, and if a small plane had 
dropped anything this size, it would not be able to fly. It is possible 
the objects were dropped by a B36, which could continue flying or 
could carry object their size, but they could not be checked for other 
Ui 1^ •
CONCLUSION: Insufficient information, but probably dropped from B36 
a slight possibility of other origin. ’

since even at a sh 
invisible at ICO f 
highways with the 
it was seen at sun 
flat and shining s-

#9 KENT, England: The Shape resembles no known aircraft. The easily 
watched speed of the object, and its complete reversal of direction 
completely rule out the meteor theory. Tnc speed and coloration of 
oo^ec. rui„ out balloon theory„ (Of great winterest is the '’Flame-like 
llgnt extending from the *80 of the object? to bo aoen in the daytine 
it would have to be of trenondeus brlllinnoc, probably several tines 
greauer than land based, wartime searchlights used for locating pianos 

distance a powei fu.u car headlight is almost 
in oho daytime, as wo all have seen drivers on 
huau.t.ignts on and not aware of it, Unfortunatly, 
and may have been a gunaght reflection on a 

aid seem this would be a singleirregular flash of lights 
CONCLUSION: Probably a One 

(COPYRfeH' ixbxy a saucer seen lengthwise 
Rockmore)
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#10 SAN JOSE, California: The shape of object and its 12 minute period 
of hovering, are unknown in aircraft and their capabilities, excepting 
a helicopter, which arc still very rare, and would have small and 
intermittent lights that flashed, not steady ones. The 12 minute 
duration is completely unknown in meteor history. Self-luminosity is 
unknown in balloons, and they carry very small lights, if any.
CONCLUSION: Probably 2 small foo-fightcr objects,possibly a saucer.

meteor

#11 HAMPSHIRE, England: Pear shape, and self-luminosity unknown in all 
present aircraft. The 15 minute duration completely rules out meteor 
theory, although a meteor 'train* (fragments loft in atmosphere by a 
meteor) in some rare canes may leave a small light. However, this 
would not be bright enough to focus on a window"'or home like a search 
light, and it is very doubtful if such bright luminosity could last 15 
minutes. The objects self-luminosity at night, and the fact that our 
large typo of cosmic ray balloon is not used in England, rule out 
balloons.
CONCLUSION: Probably a new saucer type, possibly a very low and large 
foo fighter object.

#13 ELMIRA-PHILADELPHIA, Pa: Self-luminosity and spherical shape do 
not resemble aircraft. A meteor would resemble it, but there is no 
meteor shower date for this period, and its apparent slowness making it e 
easy to observe, makes meteor theory suspicious. The bluish coloration 
may have been green, but , since it was seen in the daytime against the 
bright sky, it is unpro^able. A balloon could not travel this fast. 
CONCLUSION: Probably a fireball meteor, possibly a signal saucer roctet 
or a saucer at great speed.

I BURLINGTON, Vermont: Explosive sound possibly caused by a jet plane, 
but none Known flying, very few could reach speed required, and would 
not have caused earth cracks. The explosive sounds may have been 
caused by meteors, but they would have appeared as bright light flashes, 
not as flickering lights, which were insufficiently described for any 
definite conclusion, and may have been only houselights. This report 
incudcd on 'grounds of suspicion' due to the number of other occurrance 
the same night.
CONCLUSION: Possibly a loud minor earthquake, possibly some sort of 
aerial signalling, or saucers passing the supersonic sound.

#13 & 1^ KOREA: The spherical shape, brilliant self-luminosity, and 
small size and revolving motion unknown in aircraft and capabilities 
today. The careful observation by 4 329 crewmen would make theory of 
a jet planes exhaust very doubtful, especially when all US jets were 
accounted for, and no attack ”as attempted. The very long times they 
were seen, 1 and 5 minutes rcppectivcly, absolutely rule out the meteor 
theory, since their maximum duration is 6 - 10 seconds. The 200 mph 
speed and self-luminosity at night, rule out the balloon theory, if 
such balloons arc leased by the UN in war areas. The bright orange 
color and small 3 foot size would classify them as the rare fon-fighter 
(These 2 r< ports are not too unusual in themselves, but the fact the 
airforce allowed them to be released, do make them important in a 
historical sense, since they mark the long awaited, but completely 
inevitable changeover in policy. This changeover had been heralded by 
several small unimportant releases both prior to this Feb 18 release 
and following it, and will be carefully discussed in a special section 
in the next issue. It is quite obvious, however, they expected 
important saucer activity after Feb. 18, since they have a reason for 
ioing things as much as anyone else does, and I believe it was the 
axpeoted .auoer 0PI>0srII0fl. As



mentioned previously0 tblScction’ Review #4
times thcregular ^tch ’ ?nd rcPor't3 increased about 8
CONCLUSION: ^robab^oSngS obS/9' *9 ln‘

#15 HAMPTON BAY, L1. NY* Thn ,
slowness of the falling object do not'?01*]1?511 shapc’ and apparent 
speed when landing. The app-Jent nop tholr
appear to rule out meteor ’theory ‘ lUrVi<, f tho falllng object would 
a deflated balloon nt the end of'ita n Lht P°sUblllty it was
be noro Irregular than a parrobut-’ 'Ph°u8h its shape would
water, floating. There one aU’ 4 P °Ula h"T0 stayed on the
an caAy issued SoSbt %nTl°“’l^^^ Slnllnr t0 ‘his in

DEC 6 1921 Late Afternoo^-^Mf £ w^^U 3,10 7q3o .
Object resembling an aviator with ^.chX S^Xd " 
and "I'Xk'^Jrn10 ?Wan? bGtWeon 

oy a±i available troopers and residents nf Kni-^
This report reSW°ntS 10

airplanes’, but no lxnl?n-ti^^ J° the 'falling
CONCLUSION: ProbablyPaVefi°triS ™i?e prcclRcly ^iven for either yet. 
or material ejected frSn £ possibly a slow landing saucer

a saucer
J & K LOS ANGELES, California*
but none known flying or seoA flying 'hoZibly caused by a Jet plane, 
streak as would have occurrod if WaS no -^Sht flash or
second and third explosions over »“tMr. Those were the
explosions over sane nrca aboutYvnnp h J * nonth> wlth similar 
CONCLUSION: Probnhiv * 1 year oof ord.
let nlonn nv, y r L* lai sound signals from saucersjet plane or saucer passing thru supersonic barrloS. possibly

not rZTi/XX"’’ tEc^1 light do
history, the noiselessnoss of1 such Tl^nM °Jtrcriely rai*e in meteor 
slow speed in being watched from 20 tJ JC^ Vcry rare» nnd lts 
history. (This object appear to bo thn S9conds» i® unknown in meteor 
rocked mentioned by LaPaz It is in?^ %46 ^CCn signal
2 years to the day after" the January MW Clio°V?n^ U/U'™’11 alnost 

to astrononical events. " Cr llnbin£ these green objects

anothep groon » ^t possibility

suwswr asaa*: rf
occurr.nce during this nc?iodU? , , 'barragesand its . ■■
explosions, and saucers doos Anni.,™411 ? VcrcaR0 ln 'meteors' and 
conclusion: Probably a ^or’ahS^^^ .
saucer rockets. pwosioiiiry of signal

L CONCORD TOlfNSHIP, Pcnnsvlveria > nninnf r., weather device, but migh/have^been an uJususl^tn0*6?^0 known 
unknown. " unusual kite, although origin is

PrOba^gp£R££^ origin



objects made of
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7 New York: The third falling object. No known explosions
so object could not have been blown there. Meteors are irreSlarl- ’ 
shaped, and are conglomerations of stone and iron, not snooth^Sshaptf 
objects made of load.. While the airline companies explanation feomr

WMlooMbd wlth

CONCLUSION: Probably an airplane part, possibly of unknown origin from 
a saucer, similar to the English iceblocks. origin iron

ld^!roRY’ Connecticut: Nunbor of Jet pianos capable of supersonic 
flight, are very few in number, none seen flying at time, or known In N° P^^cte in progress, and no ?lJes Acn?lonXo?
cESs?™^0^* found lf thcr0 had bocn a 10cal explosion. ’ tZ sound-bar™7 “ a°riR1 GlenE1' ^81bly * J°? °r

Q FORT WORTH, Texas; Fourth falling object. No known explosions that 
could have thrown material there. Meteoric material is usually stony 
or stiny with iron mixed in it, not metal shreds. The airforce does not 
asc small neteal shred for radar Jamming, although it would be carried 
and used outside the US, there being no reason to use it here, and drop 

°™r civilian property. The size of the material P 
smaller than the usual radar strips.

CONCLUSION: Probably a new type of radar strips, possibly of unknown 
or saucer origin. F y unknown

#18 DAYTON, Virginia; The winglessness and noiselessness of the oblcct 
B.anI flying- The tubular tSe

-U. of the object instead of glowing, and apparent slow speed of- 
object making its decription clear, rule out meteor origin/ The :

anJ sSor2 bursts of tremendous speed, rule out balloons. ( no .interes.ing fact, that the cloud it passed thru disintegrated after 
the rocket passed thru, is a new and very odd one. It suggests that the 
°host S dissipated., or that some natural duality of the

‘ 4 ocLet, possibly a force or a field surrounding it, caused its 
dissipation accidentally. The- bluish fluorescence has beennoticed 

'rocketship' typo objects and sone kuc“S and noy 
/ery well be some sort of.energy force field, possibly magnetic or Y 
capabilities1 ^d,paJtla11^ counts for some extraordinary .saucer

I 18 known however, that clouds partially depend on 
- rtain electrical and magnetic fields to keep them in shape and 
anything of an electrical or magnetic nature could disturb"its 
electrical 'structure'.)
CONCLUSION: Probably a 'ghost'-rocket, possibly a saucer seen on edge.

f-19 DAYTON - ST. LOUIS: The shape resembles no plane. Information in 
Sentence ^PP1^ insufficient to determine whether a balloon 

seen, although it was called a balloon, and probably was 
matched for some time as it crossed sky. P y
CONCLUSION: Probably a balloon, slight possibility it was a saucer.

#20 Near LYNCHBURG: Spherical shape, and self-luminosity rule out blane 
theory. It resembled a meteor, but flat path unknown in meteors and its 
occurrence on day of exception saucer activity mark it aS ZSV 
CONCLWSIO^ rUle Out ball°on theory.
UOrCLjblON. Probably a saucer, possibly a matcor.

(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E.Rockmorc)
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#21 LYNCHBURG, Va: The brilliance and Yery unusual shape of trail 
rule out jetplane and its short exhaust flames. Object resembled meteor 
but unusual 27 second duration makes theory very doubtful. The great 
brilliance, rapid speed, and a trail rule out balloon theory/ ' ’ 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, possibly signal rocket, possibly meteor.

#22 ALBUQUERQUE, N.M: The bright self-luminosity, lon^ thin shape and 
ability to hover motionless rule out aircraft theory. The 12 minute 
hovering period, absolutely rules out meteors. The brilliance, thinness 
and sudden movement at the end of observation rule out balloon theory 
(The size of those objects, 136 foot length, does not seem to fit *ny 
of the 4 basic saucer types, although it might be an exceptionally 
large'saucer type.)
CONCLUSION: Probably a very large saucer, possibly a 'ghost'rocketship.

P MENDOZAPROVINCE? Argentina: Thore is not much information on this 
report, but but it seems likely the Chileans would have known about 
most Argentine constructions and dynamitings near their border thru the 
news services. The shape of the clouds doos resemble atomic explosions 
but this would mean accepting the word of the Argentine dictator that ho 
had really obtained a now method of making atomic energy. It is very 
doubtful if a single scientist could really work out all the theories 
neededfor such a discovery, then find all the facts for it, -nd then 
bo able to apply It for a practical result, by himself in 3 or 4 years. 
It is a common characteristic in a dictatorship to create propaganda 
that tney have made completely new weapons, however, and a faked atomic 
explosion would be along the lines of their ability. While the US is 
not always in the forefront of atomic and physics "Research, it is 
probable that we would have found the same clues or methods that Dr. 
Richter claims exists, and the best scientific opinion states it is 
impossible with known materials and methods. Another possibility is 
the clouds wore caused by meteoric explosions, but explosions of such 
size arc extremely rare, this was not a meteor period date, andwas a 
period of very heavy saucer and 'meteor' activity. It would appear 

kc another signal saucer rocket or explosion for these reasons.
CONCLUSION: Probably a signal saucer explosion, possibly a fake blast.

# 23 S. CAROLINA-VIRGINIA: Spherical shape, brilliant luminosity, and 
huge size to be seen over such wider area rule out aircraft.lt had a 
close resemblance to regular meteors, but while ordinary fireball meteor 
arcrare^ this daytime type of meteor fireball is of extreme rareness to 
oe seen m light of day, this being the 6th or ?th giant fireball in the 
south east an a year. A second fact is no meteor pieces were found nor 
positively identified with it, especially after it apparently exploded 
ctfcr the Norfolk area, as are found with fireballs of such size. The 
3rd and most interesting fact,is .its occurrance precisely 4 years to 
the day after the tremendous Kansas daytime explosion written up in 
?ate. These 2 arc the only 2 daytime firebals in my files for this 
4 year period, both occurring on the same day, with the first on the 
lay of the Mars Opposition. The statistics arc tremendously against 
such an occurance occurring only twice inl460 days, on the same day 
and arc not explainable on a natural statistic basis, but only on 
a planned or deliberate basis. This would definitely back the signal 
theory of fireballs occurring eith on astronomical event days or on 
anniversaries of them.
CONCLUSION: Almost positively a signal rocket or saucer, launched b 
years to the day after the Fob IB 1948 Mars Opposition.
^24 GALAX, Va: Shape resembled no known plane. Clipping short, and it 
is difficult to determine whether it was a meteor or the C.S 
out its decriptlon of 'shiny red'front docs not rest 

(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rockmore)
or rne U.S.-Va report 
emble same report

aircraft.lt
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and the difference in time appears too great.
CONCLUSION: Possibly another saucer, possibly signal rocket report 23*

#25 OTTOBINE, Va: Tapering shape, and its self-luminosity resemble no 
known airplane.The apparent slow speed resulting in case in watching and 
description would rule out meteor. The speed it crossed sky and self- 
luminosity would rule out balloon theory. (This object also may have 
been the same one as#23, but the time differences arc great, .and its 
eastward path is too different from the northward path of report #23. 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, possibly a ghost rogket.

#26 LONGVIEW GARDENS,NC: Insufficient information, but the occurrence 
of still another large meteor on the same day over the southeast is very 
odd, with all the previous reasons mentioned, and probably was a saucer. 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, slight possibility of a meteor.

#27 SAVANNAH RIVER, Georgia: Insufficient Information in reports, not 
giving the exact time It was seen, make this difficult to state if it 
was■another report, or was the #23 SC.-Va report again. If it was seen 
by a pilot at sea, it seems logical that he watched whatever it was 
burningfor some time, and possibly made several passes over It, to 
doublecheck what he saw - a single meteoric flash does not appear as a 
burning ship on the ocean water. If it was the #23 S.C. -Va. report, 
then it was the furthest south it was seen, the previous listing being 
Charleston, S.0 .
CONCLUSION: Probably the #23 report, possibly a new saucer phenomenon.

#28 ST STEPHEN, S.C; No known aircraft missing, and a meteorite fall 
would bo very loud and explosive. Because there wore few observers, 
and news accounts arc not entirely clear on day and time seen, there is 
a 1 slight-possibility it was report #23 D.C.-Va.
CONCLUSION: Possibly report #23, possibly another saucer.

#29 SOCORRO, N..M: The round shape, and the 2 hour hovering period, are 
unknown in aircraft and their capabilities today. The 2 hour hovering 
period completely rules out the meteor report. The shape and hovering 
are similar to a ballonn, but no large ones known flying, except '+ 
small ones that could not be seen over such a great distance, nor would 
they have a’ramp on top’ of the surface. (The ramp description is very 
interesting because it resembles the famous farmer Trent May 1950 photo 
with a similar projection or ramp on its top also.) 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, possibly a weather balloon.

#30 CORONA, California: Bright Self-luminosity, and spherical shape 
resemble no known airplane, nor could a plane perform a.zigzag maneuver. 
The zigzag path, and the rising back into sky, cannot be performed by 
any meteor. As a general rule, balloons move fairly regularly in 1 
direction, but slowly across sky, and do not leave a fiery trail behind 
them. (The complex maneuvers suggest some sort of communication attempt 
especially the objects orange color resembling Mars, but no meaning is 
obvious at present, although It occurred the day after the b year date. 
CONCLUSION: Probably a foo fighter object, possibly a saucer.

#31 RICHMOND, California: The great speeds of the objects causing them 
to appear at first as streaks, the spherical shape, and the b. ght self- 
luminosity resemble no known plane, nor their capabilities. Meteors 
usually appear as streaks increasing in brilliance, and do not slow 
down to suddenly appear as clearcut balls of fire, nor maneuver to level 
off, and travel parallel to the earths surface. Balloons do not travel 
in formation, nor travel so fast as to appear as atyeaks, nou give
off light. (There is noneglobular
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farc "^at it is still aseientific debate as to 

whether it exists, like the saucers. It is also usually pinkish or 
yellowish, very snail from 3-M to 1 foot in diameter, very slow 

moving over only a few feet before exploding. The green color of’ the 
' objects, and the apparent number of 3 somewhat resemble 2 of our planet 

characteristics, but no apparent meaning is obvious.)
CONCLUSION: Probably foo-fighters, possibly saucers or ball lightning.

#32 GREENFIELD, Mass: Spherical shape and right angle turn do not
' resemble any plane dr capability. No meteor could make the turn and 

would not appear silvery, which is actually not a color, but a 
reflected luster. The sudden great speed it flew off at, and their 
formation, arc unknown in balloon flight.
CONCLUSION: Probably saucers in formation.

#33 STILLUATER, Oklahoma: There is some resemblance to an airplane 
disaster flare, but no planes known missing or in danger at time. They 
arc not used for amusement without reason, since a false alarm causing 
an unnecessary widespread search could call the CAA and USAF down on 
the pilots head, and result in possible loss of his airplane license. 
The green coloration is rare in meteor history as mentioned before in 
^vlcw #3» and it is possible it was a signal saucer, 
CONCLUSION; Probably a signal saucer rocket, possibly -n airplane flart

TELJIaNAL ISLAND, California: Sound possible caused by a Jet plane, 
, none known in area. No known dynamiting in area, although a marine 

camo was in area and some ammunition or dynamiting may have been used 
However, the police search should have found this out. 
third explosion over Los Angeles area.
CONCLUSION: Possibly military trailing explosion, possibly a saucer

his was the

#3^- KYSVILLE, Virginia: The cigar shape, and noiselossness arc 
unknown m aircraft. A meteor doos not a.ppcar silvery, nor cigar shaped 
as they would be difficult to watch, and brightly self-luminous. A ’ 

S°?2 ?Ot travel s0 fact aR to temporarily appear to disappear 
(although it has been observed in^rockets), nor would they appear to 

(The short bursts of speed areacommon saucer charac
teristic., and suggest their power is not a steady force, but an intcr- 

one’ -^ilar to AC current. Sec report #?6, SR#3).
CONCLUSION: Probably a ghost rocket, possibly a saucer seen edgewise.

be c igar-shaped.

TeXas? Both explosions near or on ground, with flashes 
of lighu, are too low for a Jet plane. Possibly caused by dynamiters, 
out search by police caught or found’traces of anyone, nor clues, 
although a flash of light was seen, a meteor would also have left a 
streak of light leading up to explosion, and none seen.
CONCLUSION:Probably a dynamiter, possibly a saucer aerial sound signal.

#35 GASSVILLE Arkansas: The spherical, ringlike shape is unknown in 
airplanes, ±he 15 minute long duration of flight, complex maneuvers 
and lack of brilliance rule out meteors. The flat edge, speeds, and 
maneuverability rules out the balloon theory. (This is one of the few 
real saucer reports, and it is interesting to note the barnyard animals 

.were first to sec it; would the many scientists who think saucers are 
hysteria and hallucinations also consider the barnyard animals fit onlv 
for asylums also?) ' J
CONCLUSION: Probably saucers.

(COPYRIGHTED 1952 by E. Rockmore.)
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#36 RICHMOND, California: The bright, self-luminosity, and spherical 
'shape, resemble no known airplane. The Maneuverability of the objects 
tn circling the area is impossible for a meteor to do. The formation, 
great; speed and self-luminosity of the objects are unknown In balloons. 
The objects self-luminosity is rare in saucers, and they probably were '
foo-fighter objects, 
CONCLUSION: Probably f00-fighters, possibly flying saucers

»

T TVIGG ISLAND, British Columbia: Jet planes are not common in this 
area in Canada, and none were seen at the time. No dynamiting projects 
in area, no fires, nor accidental explosions mentioned. It possibly 
was a meteorite crater, but they are very rare indeed, and also no 
pieces were found of meteor, and the crater was Irregularly shaped, not 
Circular as most craters. This was the first of several explosions here 
CONCLUSION: Possibly a meteorite, or a practical Joker, possibly 
Connected somehow with the saucers.

#36 CAMBRIDGESHIRE, England: The spherical shape and selp-luminoslty are 
unknown in aircraft. Meteors appear brilliant, and equally bright over 
their entire surface, and rarely slow enough to watch for 15 seconds. 
The self-luminosity of the object at 10:L0 p.m. would rule out balloons. 
CONCLUSION: Probably a saucer, possibly a slow meteor.

OVERALL PATTERNS, and CONCLUSIONS:

#1 Amount of Activity Pattern: The total number of all reports (except 
aerial explosions and falling objects) remained approximately the same, 
about; 20 reports a month average.

i
#2 Quality of Activity Pattern: The reports break down into the follow-
1 ng 8* groups:

SAUCFhs & SPHERES ’GHOST’ROCKETS ’FOO’FIGHTERS GREEN FIREBALLS
Jan 1 Shaker Hts Jan Watsonville Jan 25 San Jose Feb 1 Shreveport
Jan 1: North Bay Jan 9 London Jan 29 Korea Feb 18 S.C.-Va.
Jan L- Lake Helen 
Jan 7 Amityville

Jan 23 Kent
Feb 13 Dayton,

Jan 29 Korea
Feb 19 Corona

Feb 22- Stillwate

Feb 18 Albuquerque
Feb 18 Galax, Va
Feb 19 Socorro,NM

Feb 18 Ottoblne
Feb 22 Keysville ■

Feb 19 Richmond
Feb 21 Richmond

Total - 3 report

Feb 20 Greenfield
Feb 2k Gassville

Total - 6 reports?
s
Total - 6 reports

Feb 28 Cambridge
Total - 10 reports 
FIREBALL■ ’METEORS ’ 
Jan L Navarre,Kans 
Jan L San Diego 
Jan 29 Elmira
Jan 30 Saouth Afr.

UNIDENTIFIED
Jan 3 Daytona
Jan 28 Hampshire
Feb 16 Dayton,Ind
Feb 18 Savannah

EXPLOSIONS FALLING OBJECTS
Jan L Los Angel® Jan 13 Tacoma fe ft as sm
Jan 5 San Diego Feb 8 Concord
Jan. 30 Burlington wGb 3uffai0

Feb 18 Lynchburg
Feb 18 Lynchburg
Feb 18 Longiew

Total - L reports
vein ruxftvxvy V 13 Fort wort

19 St.Stephe 1

Veh 23 Dallas ioXc
Feb 2 b Dallas^ „
Feo 27 Twigg IslandTotal - 7 reports

tl -6 reports

i Total - 13 reports *

(COPYRIGHTED by E .ROCKMORE 1952)
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The reports break doxm into the following increases and decreases-

FLYING SAUCER REPORTS 
’GHOST’ROCKET REPORTS 

’’FOO’FIGHTER REPORTS
GREEN FIREBALL REPORTS - 

^FIREBALL 'METEOR' REPORT-

Increased slightly from 8 to 10 reports.
Increased sharply from 0 to 10 reports.
Increased sharply from 1 to 10 reports.
Decreased sharply from 15 to 3 reports.
Increased from 2 to 7 reports.

The reports breakdown in percentages as follows;

10 flying saucer reports = 27^ 
6 ‘ghost'rocket reports = 16^ 
6 ‘foo'-fighter reports - 16^ 
3 green fireball reports - 8 % 
7 fireball ‘meteor-reports - 19^ 
4 Unidentified object reports 11#

(These listings are only very crude approximations, because several 
times as^many reports occur, but arc not reccl'ved, but either passed to 
the Air Force, CAA, or for only a county or statewide printing. They 
should be considered useful only as a very general guide to the ratio of 
types of objects seen.)

#3 Periods of Activity Pattern: 
in saucer reports. They are
JAN 28
J an 
Jan 
J an

29
29
29

- 311 1952
Elmira 'meteor'
Burlington explosions
Korea foo fighter

There are 2 periods of sharp increase 
for Jan 28-31, and Feb 18-19, listed below;

FEB 18-19, 1952
Feb 
Feb 
Gob

13
18
18

Jan 29 Korea foo fighter
Jan 30 Hampton Hays '•falling parachute
Jan 3D Union of South Africa meteors
Jan 30 Los Angeles explosion
Jan 31 Los Angeles explosion
Jan 31 Shreveport green firhall
9 reports in 3 days, including
2 foo fighters, 1 green fireball,
2 fireball 'meteors',1 falling object
3 explosions

Lynchburg fireball meteor 
Lynchburg fireball meteer 
Albuoueroue saucer.

Feb 1$ Argentina explosions
' Feb IQ South Carolina-Va 'meteor 

Feb 18 Galax e&ucer
Feb 18 Ottobine ghost rocket
Feb 18 Longview fireball 'meteer
Feb 18 Savannah
Feb 19 St. Stephen falling plane
Feb 19 Socorro Saucer
Feb 19 Corona foo-fighter
Feb 19 Richmond foo-fighters
13 ^reports in 2 days,including
6 'meteors‘,2 saucers,2 foo- 
fighters,2 ghost rocket,! explos

While some of these reports are doubtful, it still represents a sharp 
Increase. The only reason locatable is that the Venus Inferior 
Conjunction occurred 2 years before in Jan 1950 for the first increase, 
and the Mars Opposition occurred 4 years to the day before on Feb 18, 
1948. If this is correct, they would tend to back" the theory advanced 
in Review #3 that signals occur either on such dates or on half year 
and yearly anniversary dates, and in fact extend it to include ordinary 
saucer reports and other objects beside green fireballs that may bo 

’seen.

Area_of Activity Pattern; This has shifted from the southwest, and 
'vias evenly spread across the southwest, northeast, and southwest, as 
listed below:

SOUTHEAST ^UTHWEST NORTHWEST MIDWEST NORTHWEST
10 reports 8 reports 8 reports 4 renorts none
Finished June 24, 1952.A11 material copyrighted by E. Rockmore 1952, 
at P.O. Box 148, Wall Street Station NY 5 NY. Critical Comments 
requested.
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taJ is®ucs anJ also extra large sized photostats of reports 
and photos, and extra copies of exceptional front page newspapers as 
i?me ^V011^ Hil1 bC followd whenever I ha?e enough
the active 1 haV® a dlrect exchange relationship with
In nwS readers does pay off in the long run. However, present work 
inphotostating, making up new issues, and keeping clipping files in ?r??Lo18.MrL4Mfl°ult t0 koop up "lth> and m^Bwertag y^r 
letters should be expected. & J

Also listed below are persons who have very generously lent their 
entire collections of the older clippings dating back to 1950 and 19^7 
lull? 1 collections have been extremely useful in
gliding up the files, and in giving a background to present issues of 
the Review in understanding the latest reports. These people have also 

Photostat of clippings or photos, and extra- 
large sized photostats and front pages received. Any early clippings 
you or your friends may have collected since 1^6 or later, will be 
Welcomed here for loan for photostating.

BORDEN, E.H.
VERY ACTIVE CLIPPING COLLECTORS

PENN NELLE, JOHN OKLACARMAN, JACK IND. NEWTON, JOHN MICHFAWCETT, GEORGE N.C. PARRY, JIM N.Y.GREEN, DON CAL. PRITCHARD, H.F. N.Y.LAYNE, MEADE CAL. RAMEY, HARDIN OKLA
LEE, E. R. MINN RASCH. PHILLIP CAT..MACGREGOR, D.R. CAL. ROEHRBORN. ERNEST ILLMACANULTY, S.S. MICH ROSENFIELD, ’TILL CAL.MITCHELL, HERMAN N.Y. SCHREIBER. JIM OHIOMITRIS, LAIMON QUE. SCHWENDEMAN,HARRYPENN

* WEEKS, L. C. CAL.

LENT THEIR ENTIRE COLLECTIONS

BERGSTROM, V.C. TEX. HOLLAND, RALPH OHIOBESSOR, JOHN 
CAMERON, V.L. 
CARDWELL, L.A.

PENN 
CAL. 
N.M.

HOLMBERG, E.R. 
KELLEY, DAVID 
LACKEY, M.E.

CAL.
VT.
CAL.

CARMAN, JACK IND. LAYNE, MEADE CALaFAY, PAT N.Y. SCHWENDEMAN. HARRYPENN
FIRESTONE, EVA NY. SLUSHER. ROBERT UTAHGORMAN, ROBERT ILL. TROETSCHEL,ROBERT PENN

Clippings are presently running over 400 per month, but there arc many 
duplications, and I still Welcome any clippings you can send along 
especially local.reports not carried outside your state in the news
papers .

Several of the persons named above represent organizations who are 
active in this subject, and anyone interested in contacting them for 
lurther information can obtain their addresses from me. JIM SCHREIBER 
and JIM RiHRY are the leading officials in the ETRO (Extra-TerrCStlal 
Research Or^anlzAtian ) of Cleveland, Ohio: it is a group of about 100 
readers of scicncefiction throughout the US, especially near Cleveland 



who are interested in this subject, and they publish an amateur 
IrX^o?kC^ t0 thlG °n°’ dealin^ Primarily with their
to XmubLttc di^ussions of saucers and plans for attempts
to ..communicate with uhom. The magazine is named ETRON.

IciENC^RESElRCH^S-OCTfTE??0 the icading officials for BSRA (BORDERLAND 
£ -^EAACH ASSOCIATES) ; It is a group of over 1,000 readers of
mXzineP R0UNDnR0B’N T °;3Cultlfn’ and thcy Publish another amateur 
Similar primarily with psychic phenomena and
similar material, but have several pages of saucer data and rcoorts In mo 
most issues, since 19^7. A leading clipping collector for their magazine 
appears to be EDWARD SCHULTZ of Now York, although ho Is not iLtTas

S™”4 UDlnS cHPPlbgs arc received as a group and not4 
broken down by senders names.

thCS2 o^nlzatlons, several other organizations have 
appca_ed in recent months that wo have made contact with or plan to 

in (2) Amarillo, (3) Pittsburgh,^2. ridgeport, Connc, (5) 2 in Los Angeles. It would appear the saucer 
subject is rapidly becoming a serious an widespread group movement and 
any readers with time and energy who would like addresses*^ others’in 
■g area to start up a group can obtain some from the Review. I would 
suggest, however, the persons listed as very active clipping collectors 
on the previous page are already showing their ability in obtaining 
reports and energy in contacting people in their area

appear naturally inclined for this group activity. As a group, you 
can use various members in specializing in the various 
and I can send larger quantities of pho 
of clippings sent. * - ■ ■ *

- to help and

saucer work, 
ostats for the larger amount

LANGUAGE TRANSLATORS NEEDED

The cost of having a

Our coverage has been expanding In recent months from the US into 
Canada, Australia and South America, and in the near future will move 
Into Europe, Asia, and Africa. The chief difficulty holding up present 
ofXttn^0 nSCdi?f Pc°Pln abl° t0 makc forciSn language translations 
of letters and clippings when they arc received.
business firm translate them is much too high for present Review 
finances, and wc welcome any help of persons able to translate any 
European languages. All foreign languages translators arc needed7 

sSn^ TV Spanish, W Italian
(5) Spanish, (6) Swedish. Ue already have several translators for 
several of these languages, but will gedd extra translators when and if 
the reports are received in too great number for 1 person, or if the 
1 ^ranslator docs not have sufficient spare time. Payment of 3 or more 
pnotosoats of reports per tolation..will bo made depending on amount 

of work involved, Your comments listing any ability along this line 
W.,11 bo greauly appreciated.


